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Introduction 

Modern world and the concept of advertising are entwined in togetherness. Its initial ostensive 

nature has taken a new avatar and metamorphosed into an industry structure. Advertising is all 

around us and has become inseparable in terms that we are no more flabbergasted by its extent 

and reach. Proliferating at an extensive pace and meandering its course the meek and mellow 

advertising has progressed far beyond the simple form and technique. 

Etymologically the word advertisement comes from the Latin word- “advertere” which simply 

means to- direct one’s attention to. Born as a simple communicative technique to- inform, lure 

and persuade the perspective respondents, advertising has capacitated to make far penetrating 

reach into the social, cultural and economic fabric of the human race-"brand names, logos, 

trademarks, jingles, and slogans have become part and parcel of the 'mental encyclopedia' of 

virtually everyone who lives in a modern- day society” [1]. 

Advertising has never looked back in time. It has successfully blend itself with new inventions 

and creativity and conquered new domains. In the fifteenth century came the invention of 

printing press by Johann Gutenberg (1400-1468) and advertising adorned the shape of 

‘handbills’ and thereon in late seventeen century it started occupying space in newspapers. By 

now advertising has registered its formidable presence in the societal communication structure; 

and was duly acknowledged also. Thereon came the advent of industrialization in the nineteenth 

century and the advertising was now catering to a more organized sector, it had now started 

mapping new language, advertising language was now using "more colloquial, personal and 

informal language to address the customer "[2]. It was here that the advertising was now 

impacting the communication within the social structure. The form and language of 
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advertisements has visibly impacted the way that the people communicate and see the world 

around. Today’s advertising language has as ubiquitous nature-"language about products and 

services has pretty much replaced language about all other subjects” [3]. The advertisers are 

now not only limited to dissemination of product and its qualities only, they have moved ahead 

and started persuading consumers in many which ways. As the American author E. B. White [4] 

described, "Advertisers are the interpreters of our dreams - Joseph interpreting for Pharaoh. 

Like the movies, they infect the routine futility of our days with purposeful adventure. Their 

weapons are our weaknesses: fear, ambition, illness, pride, selfishness, desire, ignorance and 

these weapons must be kept as bright as a sword."  

This developing advertising discourse has been aptly observed and remarked upon by Aldous 

Huxley, he said that advertisement- "is one of the most interesting and difficult of modern 

literary forms "[5]. Introduction of radio, electricity and allied printing inventions closely 

followed by television made advertising a cynosure of every business opportunity. This gave 

birth to the- ‘commercials’- mini narratives helped by jingles which delved upon the product 

and its remarkability [6]. 

Advertising/commercials have since then been accorded with occupying a considerable part of 

an individual’s life span and in course making them addicts and forever famished for new 

information.  As Kilbourne [7] has critically commented that- "Advertising has become one of 

the most ubiquitous, all-encompassing forms of social discourse ever devised by 

humans……the average American is exposed to over 3000 advertisements a day and watches 

three years" worth of television commercials over the course of a life time. Advertising was also 

now a great vehicle of social communication it has started to intervene that way that people 

decipher their interpersonal relationships, lifestyle statements, gender roles and affluent sense of 
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happiness and contentment [8]. Advertisement discourse and the construction of identities by 

the consumers along with structure of language and the modality of lifestyle with routine daily 

acts of communicative exchanges have been known to have a powerful association [9] [10] [11] 

[12]. To successfully mitigate through this challenge-the advertisers are engaged in a 

continuous effort to customize and personalize the advertising experience for the perspective 

consumers [13]. This has made commercials (advertising) more: vibrant, spread out and affluent 

with brand names, logos, more design oriented. Thereby creating a subconscious engagement of 

human psyche which percolates through- thought, emotions and other behavioral patterns 

including communicative discourse. Advertising has also been revered of late as a kind of 

discourse which has with conviction affected upon the social communication. Which works fine 

towards the objective of the message creation in the commercial viz. development of a social 

consciousness. 

Television adverts are designed to attract emotional mind of the viewers. Generally, they are not 

associated to any logic. Makers try to utilize more and more emotional quality and for this 

reason adverts are actually promoting lifestyle aspects relating with these products (table) 

Television Advertising 

Strategy - Unstable (emotional), Behavioral pattern 

Period - 1990-present 

Focus - Product presented in association with the living status (related to) 

Themes - 
Attraction, romance, sexuality, individual make-over, freedom, 

health, class, brotherhood, etc. 

 

Table 1.1 
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Adverts following the logical aspect are almost vanished from the television. In fact, since 2000 

makers emphasize more on emotional elements rather than logical. Few of such emotional 

attributes are mentioned above in the representational chart. 

1.1 Literature Review- 

People communicate using words, pictures and music from the very past of the human survival 

but today they have turned the same process into a refined art. The message framed by the 

people now-a-days is very concrete and complex therefore adequate skills have also been 

developed to understand them. This thesis aims to decode the messages of widely spread form 

of communication, which is advertising, up to some extent. 

Advertisements are mostly interested in getting the viewers either for purpose of immediate 

action or to make them favorably disposed for that particular brand or service. At the same time 

advertisements also reflect social aspects such as political, economic, gender related issues but 

they also have the power to maintain and further spread other social issues among the audience.  

Advertisements are indivisible section of this modern digital society; whose performance 

depends on their competitive fights. Cook [14] mentioned about adverts that ".......advertising is 

not some external curiosity which we examine, from which we are separate and superior, but 

something of which we are part, and which is part of us..." 

Number of scholars have studied and analyzed about adverts from different-different 

perspectives. Mostly influenced by marketing and financial purpose [15] [16]. As advertisers try 

to draw attention of viewers to their presentation, the use of attractive language is always in 

existence in these presentations. This Language part of adverts became more exposed and its 

appeal indeed increased, which results into studies of language of adverts from different 
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perspectives (see for example, Kelly- Holmes [17] and McQuarrie and Philips [18]). Zuraidah 

and Lau [19] argued that advertisements are incorporating negative aspects in the viewers as 

they are playing with the realities of society and life by distorting facts.  

Many researchers have convincingly argued on communication part of advertisements also. For 

instance, Fuertes- Olivera, Velasco- Sacristan, Arribas-Bano & Samaniego-Fernandez [20] and 

Urszula Michalik [21] with special focus towards persuasion capacity of slogans but they were 

not able to justify many other sections of communication used in adverts. Women is one of the 

major stereotypes used in adverts of all section of goods. They are also popular among scholars 

to study their presence from different aspects. Slywotsky and Shapiro [22] and Soley and Reid 

[23] focus their studies on sexually provocative appeal of women in adverts. Fetto [24] came 

with the different view about presentation of women in American adverts. He concluded with 

the view that Americans do not prefer female in a provocative image instead they demand to off 

air such adverts where women are shown sexy. 

Sociological aspect of advertising industry is also under consideration from decades. Jhally [25] 

tried to understand the impact of advertisements on society and came up with the view that 

“advertising is the most influential institution of socialization in modern society.” Baudrillard 

[26] studied about looking glass self-image of women in different words. It is believed that ideal 

women from all around the world is stereotyped with the help of verbal and non-verbal 

elements of adverts.   

A lot of work on mixing of codes is also in existence in respect to adverting. Jennali Cowley 

[27], Kamwangamalu [28], [29], Slabbert and Finlayson [30] worked on persuasive aspect of 

code switching in African-English advertisements. Conradie and Van [31] studied switching of 

codes among different African languages. Elizabeth Martin [32] studied the same aspect in 
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French and English adverts. Similarly, a very good work is done on code mixing and code 

switching of adverts in number of languages like Chinese, Vietnamese etc. therefore it is quite 

evident that this is one of the popular phenomenon for the study of adverts.    

Discourse analysis is also taken into consideration by advertising research scholars. Although 

the major study is done on discourse of language of advertising but most of them have missed to 

examine its communication section. Cook [33] worked on context of communication with 

special concern on communicating character and purpose of communication. He also missed to 

touch effects of communication on viewers. 

Advertisements were always important for researchers specially who belong to the field of 

management and psychology but very less number of studies have been conducted from 

language point of view and almost negligible work  has been done on its effects on 

communication patterns of viewers. Thus, there is indeed a need to investigate the use of 

language and other nonverbal, pragmatic and semiotic modalities in Hindi-English 

advertisements. The findings of such research efforts can contribute further to the field of 

advertising as well as language and society. This research forced me to conduct the analysis 

data from different point of views throughout the study and to draw the following objectives:  

• To study the historical development of pictorial narration and communicative techniques in 

Indian advertisements and its consequent adoption in India and vice versa. 

• To analyze the importance and purpose of using communicative techniques as advertising 

appeals in the language and behavior of characters in Indian television advertisements and study 

the basics of any discourse in relation to advertisements, its meaning and its understanding in 

viewers. 
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• To study the significance and application of different linguistic elements in advertising that is 

used to attract viewer and its impact on them. 

• To study the changing trends of creativity and concepts of advertisement in modern television 

advertisements in India with especial attention to the advent of new age advertising media. 

• To study the involvement of visual characters and creative strategies involved in Television 

adverts with socio-psychological effects over them and its effectiveness. 

1.2 Research Questions- 

In respect to the ideas mentioned above, this research will be conducted with a view to analyze 

the following research hypotheses: 

1.2.1 Hypothesis 1:  Advertisements are perceived as more culturally aware and culturally- 

sensitive as they are reflection of the society. 

1.2.2 Hypothesis 2: The verbal and non- verbal elements of adverts determines and influences 

language and behavioral patterns of viewers 

Further this research aims to answer the following research questions to study the above 

mentioned hypothesis in detail  

1.2.3 RQ1: Do television adverts connect viewers to the society? 

1.2.4 RQ2: Can unconsciously perceived or observed elements of adverts, be pushed into 

conscious awareness? 

1.2.5 RQ3: How linguistic categories from different language influence perception of viewers? 

How do Hindi speaking monolinguals and Hindi- English speaking bilinguals perceive code 

switching and code mixing in an advert? 
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1.2.6 RQ4: What is the effect of semeiotic and pragmatic interpretations of advertising 

discourse upon viewers? 

1.2.7 RQ5: Do television advertising influence behavioral patterns of viewers? How did 

viewers perceive television adverts and what are their conscious or sub- conscious responses to 

them? 

The reason why I have defied research questions is to work as a guideline on what is going to be 

investigated and what are will be the sources being utilized for resolving these research 

problems: 

This study will explore different characteristics and various elements utilized in creation of 

Indian television adverts. We will also try to find out frequency of these elements in selected 

group of adverts to understand its use by script writers.  

Next the research will explore that how discourse is connected to few inseparable terms, 

namely:  

(i) Syntactic and semantic aspects of communication 

(ii) Social acceptance of these verbal actions and  

(iii) Its effects on persuasion or convincing etc.  

For this study we will utilize Bach and Kent [34] philosophy of language that the speech is act 

of performing number of actions at one time. The thesis also relates discourse analysis to the J. 

L. Austin's [35] theory of performative utterances for speech acts. 

After that this research will also analyze about language of advertising from Linguistic point of 

view and specifies the linguistic techniques used in advertising texts to draw and achieve the 
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audience attention with special focus on code switching and code mixing as this is a very 

common linguistic technique used in most of the adverts.  

Finally, the research help to understand the impact of these linguistic techniques, sociological 

and psychological elements and their effects on communication practices of viewers and 

society. 
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Indian Adverts and Communication Construct 

Advertisements are carefully drawn out manifestations of communication between the seller 

and the prospective buyer. It is the way in which the product is communicated by the seller that 

the context is established with the society. Elaborating further, an advertisement may be seen as 

a picture-perfect mix of dialogue (language), tune (music) and picture (film) is fashioned to 

create connect between the seller and the society, at large. Communication plays an important 

role through its varied forms (Fig.2.1) of presence in an advertisement both verbally (use of 

language) and non-verbally (para language). These serve as basic building blocks for the 

cognitive construct of an individual as well as the society. The communicative forms offer a 

greater opportunity for the advertisements to focus on viewers (prospective buyers) with 

excitement, imagination and manipulation. In this chapter of the thesis a communicative 

construct is envisioned and discussed based on various parameters and reflects. 

 As advertisements predominantly feature to attract and persuade the viewers, they are 

very delicate in construct of factors. Actors in the adverts serve as reflects for the construct of 

cognition and societal heuristic. Thus, to understand both verbal and non-verbal construct and 

run an analysis we need to decipher the common parameters which are helpful in 

communicating the desired message to the viewers. Non-verbal message help to convey 

common parameters like: 

• Communication of interpersonal aspects 

• Expression of emotions 

• Individual-self 

• Attentiveness, enumerating feedback etc. (Ekman and Friesen [36]; Argyle [37]). 
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 It is known that these nonverbal signals play a number of separate roles, including the 

communication of interpersonal attitudes, the expression of emotions, self-presentation, 

indicating mutual attentiveness, providing feedback, handling floor-apportionment, and 

providing illustrations for speech [36] [37]. It has been maintained by a number of writers that 

the non-verbal channel is a kind of silent language, at the background of consciousness [38]. It 

has been suggested by Davitz [39] that verbal and non-verbal signals are perceived by quite 

different processes; Ekman and Friesen [40] observed that some nonverbal stimuli are more 

easily verbalized than others. 

 

Fig.2.1 

In any analysis of ads we ought, therefore, to pay some attention to the way human  

actors communicate feelings, social meanings and values like power, authority, sub-ordination, 

sexuality and so on. Facial expressions are of course very important, as are gestures, poses, 
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body movement, size and the way people group themselves in particular situations. All these 

ways of communicating meaning non-verbally seem to be natural and spontaneous. 

But with the possible exception of size and some basic expressive movement of the face and 

body which might have a physiological or biological origin, expressive displays are conveyed 

and received according to learnt cultural traditions. Some expressions can be read and 

understood cross-culturally, but to understand fully the function and meaning of affective 

displays we need to refer to a particular context or social situation within a culture. 

In ads, because they need to communicate swiftly, unambiguously and economically, one may 

find that devices like facial expressions, poses and movements tend toward stylization and 

generalization, or what the social anthropologist consider equally important as conveyors of 

meaning in ads are the clothes, hairstyles and accessories used by the actors; quite precise 

meanings can be attached to someone’s overall appearance. 

In order to understand the meanings of ads featuring human subjects we need to delineate the 

principle verbal and non-verbal means by which people communicate. In order to understand 

these means we tried to study adverts on the following criterion: 

• appearance of the character 

• communication used in the advertisement 

• implementation of communication theories and 

• script and its different elements 

2.1 Appearance 

2.1.1. Age: The age of the people in ads is a crucial focus of identification and an important 

factor in how we view the product. Research indicates that the age range of people in ads is 
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typically narrow the preferred age of the models/actors is between 18 and 35. Particularly where 

women are the subjects of advertisements, the emphasis is on youth. 

2.1.2 Gender: This again is a most important source of identification. The display of a 

character’s gender refers to conventionalized portrayals of culturally established correlates of 

sex. Analysis of ads suggests that gender is routinely portrayed according to traditional cultural 

stereotypes: women are shown as very feminine, as ‘sex objects’, as housewives, mothers, 

homemakers; and men in situations of authority and dominance over women. Femininity and 

masculinity are prototypes of an essential expression which, according to Goffmann, can be 

‘conveyed fleetingly in any social situation and yet something which strikes at the most basic 

characterization of the individual’ [41]. 

2.1.3. National and racial: These characteristics are usually related to stereotypical views of 

other people and are frequently used as sources of humor. 

2.1.4. Hair: This is one of the most potent symbols in cultural communication. Female hair in 

particular is considered to be seductive and narcissistic, meaning an object of love or self-

admiration. The color, length, texture and style of a person’s hair are important qualifiers of 

their overall appearance. Sometimes young women in ads are shown with their hair 

mysteriously hiding their face or their eyes. 

2.1.5. Body: This can be thin, fat, short, tall, clothed or partially clothed. The naked body is of 

course, not value-free, carrying meanings according to a particular society’s norms. Advertising 

has been quick to exploit the potential meaning of human, particularly female bodies. The body 

may be presented in such a way as to convey exhibitionism, narcissism, incongruity or daring. 

In some ads it is pictorially dissected or presented in a fragmented way, or as Trevor Millum 

describes it, photographically ‘cropped’ [42]. Lips, eyes, legs, finger, nails or hands are shown 
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divorced from the body. Men are less often dismembered in this way, although the Flora 

margarine ads, which show only a man’s torso, are an exception. 

2.1.6. Size: Size is an important signifier of meaning. Relative size can convey social weight 

and superior status, power, authority, rank, etc. Men usually take precedence over women in 

this respect, although as Goffmann notes there are a few exceptions that prove the rule— 

women are sometimes pictured taller than men when the men are inferior in social class and 

‘thoroughly costumed as craft-bound servitors’ [43]. 

 

Fig 2.2 
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2.1.7. Looks: Looks are related to the overall class, age, style and impression created by a 

character. Looks, needless to say, are conventionally ‘good looks’—handsome men, beautiful 

women, cherubic children, kindly old folk. Adverts generally confirm conventions of ‘ideal 

type’. Although sophistication is a prevalent ‘look’ in adverts, the plain, straight forward kind of 

person also appears. There is some advantage to be gained in a studied naturalness or simplicity. 

In recent years and particularly on television, some advertisements have tried to capture a type 

of ‘ordinary’ person in everyday surroundings. The ‘normal’, ‘average’ people in Players 

Number 6 ads are an example of this. The captions read ‘People like you are changing to No. 6’, 

directly addressing the smoker so that he or she becomes a part of the message.  

 

Fig.2.3 

In all the fields of study related theories and their applications always plays an important role. 

Same thing is applicable for the study of communication in adverts. One of the renowned 

academicians of communication and theorist Em Griffin mentions that theories are, in fact, ‘the 

maps of reality’ [44].  

We all are communicating all the time yet few of the communication platforms like organized 

performances, talk shows, newspapers, public speeches etc. to recognize that communication 
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skill can make or break an individual’s personal and professional lives. Many of cultural trends 

find help from communication to minimize the associated habits which are not best suited in 

today's world. Television adverts are one of these from where we also learn certain elements of 

communication, culture and also few of modified trends for both of these. Another world's 

renowned communication researcher and theorist Stephen Littlejohn also mentions about the 

important links between the theories and practices of communication industry in his famous 

book ‘Theories of Human Communication’ [45].  

Communication theories proposed by these well-known scholars are useful in many areas, but 

not limited to, as Journalism, Television & Radio Production and Advertising (Monash 

University 2013). In reality, the communication theories are very much varied to deal with 

different components of communication practices as message, media, audience and the new-age 

interactive web applications to transmit message. On the other hand, as already mentioned, the 

professional fields of communication practices are also very much diversified.  

In this study, for a meaningful analysis of how theories are put into practice, the focus is 

exclusively on the television advertising industry. The chosen theories for analysis are the 

communication theories of Message that are utilized to understand the use of symbols, language 

and non-verbal behavior [45]. To analyze the audio-visual dimensions of television 

commercials it is necessary to understand process of communication and these theories.  

2.2 Communication 

Communication is the process between at least two sides-The sender and the receiver (copy 

writer and viewer). Between these two parties the encoded message is transmitted through the 

communication channel. All the communication meaning is proceeding in that particular 

context or situation.  
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The role of human language is to structure the cognition and communication. Language enables 

humans to think for anything and as an instrument to cooperate with other people in the 

community (those who are sharing same set of language) [46]. The second function of language 

is actually prime one in respect to advertisements because adverts conveys a particular message 

to viewers. 

 

The model of communication can be described with the help of simple scheme presented as:

Figure: Model of communication 

Source: communicationtheory.org 

Fig.2.4 

2.2.1 Classification of communication- 

Communication is classified into several categories based on two different criterions- 

2.2.1.1 Classification based on number of persons involved 

This classification is made on the basis that what is the number of people involved in the 

process of communication. They can be sub divided into following categories-  
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2.2.1.1.1 Intrapersonal communication:         

 

 

                                                                            Sender 

 

Sender 

 

 

 

 

                Receiver 

Fig.2.5 

Intrapersonal Communication 

 

Intrapersonal communication is a communication which takes place within a single person. 

Here both sender and receiver is only one individual so, the feedback works without any 

interruption. Example: A person can communicate himself through pain, thinking, feelings and 

emotion etc. 

 If we talk about advertisements, this sort of communication takes place when a person is 

recalling the advert and trying to understand it. 
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2.2.1.1.2 Interpersonal                       

 

Fig. Interpersonal Communication 

Fig.2.6 

When two or more than two members involved in communication process then it is known as 

Interpersonal communication. In this communication process, everyone becomes a Source as 

well as receiver through sharing information and gives feedback to another. 

For advertisements this sort of communication takes place very rarely. Example is when people 

are talking about any advert. 
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2.2.1.1.3 Mass communication 

 

                 

 

 

 

Fig. Mass Communication 

Fig.2.7 

In mass communication, there we have a large number of audience and it is not possible to 

group them together at one place, so certain tool or technology is required for communication 

process. In this communication there is no direct interaction with receiver therefore some sort of 

media is needed like newspaper, radio, television and internet. Here the audience feedback is 

very less or delayed. This is the most used method of communication for advertisements. 

2.2.1.2 Classification based on method or medium involved in the process 

The basis of this classification is method of communication which is utilized in the process  

2.2.1.2.1 Verbal communication  

When messages or information is shared or communicated with the help of words, it is called 

verbal communication. Verbal communication may be two types: written and oral 

communication.  

2.2.1.2.2 Nonverbal communication  

When messages or information is shared or communicated without using any spoken or written 

word, it is known as nonverbal communication. Non-verbal communication is usually 

Receiver 
Sender 

https://thebusinesscommunication.com/non-verbal-communication-brief-definition/
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understood as the process of communication through sending and receiving wordless messages. 

Like gestures, Postures, expressions etc. 

In adverts we utilize both sort of communication and both of them carries same importance. 

2.3 Communication theories 

There are number of theories to understand communication and persuasion. Few of them 

are as follows: 

2.3.1 AIDA 

This model was proposed by Strong in 1925 and is based on behavioral psychology. This model 

was proposed to make a clear understanding that an advertisement raise attention, stimulate 

interest, and leads the customer to desire and eventually turn into action [47].  

This advertising communication model a highly persuasive in its results and is suppose to often 

affect our thinking unconsciously [48]. 

The worth of model is even proven till date. If we analyze any of the advertisements in depth 

we will find that all of them follows the AIDA formula. The efficacy of the adverts depends 

upon up to what extent the shown message is received and accepted by the viewer. 

 It is proven in number of researches that an advert to be effective has to- 

(i) Captivate Attention  

(ii) Couple it with Interest 

 (iii) Assemble Desire for the product and finally 

 (iv) Get an Action.                                                                                      
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Fig.2.8 

Mostly AIDA is represented as funnel shaped model but we can also represent it in form of 

above drawn figure. It is because of the achievement of result at its different stages.  

Most of the adverts fetch the attention of good number of audience but when it is about 

converting them into action, the number of responses falls very low in comparison to number of 

audience who were attracted towards the advert. To understand it better we can examine the 

advert of Dixy Scott. 

Atttionen
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Pic 2.1 

In this advert we can find all the elements of AIDA 

Attention- well known bollywood character is used to fetch attention  

Interest- Movements of characters and their physical fitness develops interest in the product  

Desire- Description of the product generates the desire  

Action- Request to purchase leads to action 

Criticism- No doubts that this model is considered as one of the powerful advertising theory, 

but at the same time the model has also number of criticisms by different group of researchers 

from the advertising community. According to them we have no existing proofs that clients 

follow one and the same sequential structure to buy the products. They also argue that these 

steps in general fail to ignite the desire and action part of any advert which consequently results 

into a huge difference between a number of viewers and a number of buyers. AIDA does not 

reach to the point where it relate adverts to the environment, context and in bridging the 

influence. Due to these reasons the Indian advertising world later on converted towards more 

focus upon two major aspects of behavioral responses: i.e. awareness and interest. These 

criticisms actually mean that all four steps of the model are not of the same importance rather, 
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to be more successful, advertisements has to more emphasize upon its behavioral components 

[49].  

In above discussed advert it is not always that we can find all four elements of AIDA and in a 

same sequential manner. Few of the viewers do not like the character because of their personal 

reasons and few do not like the product after its description as their needs are different. Most of 

the time the fourth step which leads us to the action of purchasing is missing. 

2.3.2 DAGMAR 

Created by Russell Colley in 1961[50], Defining Advertising Goals for Measured Advertising 

Results shortened down as (DAGMAR). Initially this model was presented as a report for the 

Association of National Advertisers.  Basically, DAGMAR is a tool for measuring the 

marketing outcomes of an advert. This model was created to measure the outcome of its 

objective for any advert at each stage of the communication [51] and does not deal merely with 

the message conveyed [52]. 

According to DAGMAR, each result of purchasing of an advert first goes through 4 different 

steps. These steps are also known as ACCA formula of advertising and they are as follows: 

Awareness (attention and emotion)- The very much initial purpose of any advert must be 

awareness of the viewer for the existence of that particular brand. 

Comprehension (Vocabulary and phonics)- Viewer must be able to comprehend of what the 

product is and what it will do for him. 

Conviction (desire and volition)- He must reach to a mental dilemma or conviction to buy the 

product. 

Action (purchase)- Finally he must agitate himself to action [52].  
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Fig2.9 
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Pic 2.2 

DAGMAR can be better explained with the help of above advert of Dhara. All four elements of 

the theory can be understood in a following manner:- 

Awareness- Awareness includes attention and emotion and both the purposes are being solved 

by taking a small kid as a major character in the advert.  

Comprehension- Comprehension includes vocabulary and phonics. Selected set of words and 

the way  they are pronounced like  

" Maa ne ghr per garma garam jalebian banai hai" 

 

Conviction- Conviction is actually comprises of desire and volition. The theme that food made 

in this oil is liked by everyone, is used to ignite desire to shop the product. 

 

Action- All these steps finally take you to the last step of action, which is shopping of the 

product. 
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Criticism- The DAGMAR Model has had a good influence on how to set a goal or objective 

process of planning an advert and number of advertisers utilize this approach as their base. 

However, there has been criticisms for DAGMAR model as well. The strongest criticism for 

this approach is about its reliability over the "Hierarchy-of-effects theory", just like as AIDA. 

Viewers do not follow a linear pattern in a form different stages till the purchase of the product. 

 Another criticism made towards the DAGMAR is that it is very much based on strategies. 

Number of creative advertisers, who prefer to work on unique and new ideas which can result in 

a successful campaign, feels that the DAGMAR approach is very much dependent on 

quantitative methodology and measurements on the campaign [53]. 

 

The above discussed advert of Dhara is a good example of Dagmar. We can trace all the steps of 

the model in the advert. But if we look at it from the criticizer's point of view again it is not 

possible to find all the steps by the viewer and if one can find it that it is not necessary that they 

will be in given sequence order only.  

2.3.3 Hierarchy-of-effects model 

The year for both the models i.e. DAGMAR and Hierarchy-of-effects model came into 

existence was same- 1961. Hierarchy-of-effects model was given by Lavidge & Steiners. 

According to this model there are number of stages to reach to the end point after viewing any 

advert. They do not switch from being completely unaware to become convincingly agreed to 

buy the product in a single step. Hierarchy-of-effects model is created to put forward all those 

steps that an advertiser assumes that a viewer of an advert passes through in the actual process 

of purchase [54]. In this model there are in all seven steps, which in comparison to the other 

models must be completed in a linear way. The difference between Hierarchy-of-effects and rest 
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of the models is not only about number of stages but also the perception on how to pass them. 

Lavidge and Steiner [55] mentioned in their model that the steps has to be completed in a linear 

way, but sometimes in a potential purchaser the steps may move up several steps 

simultaneously, which is supported by Munoz [56] who writes that normally ultimate customers 

do not switch directly from being interested to become convinced buyers. 

Lavidge and Steiner identify the seven steps in the following order: 

1. Awareness 

2. Knowledge 

3. Preference 

4. Liking 

5. Conviction  

6. Purchase 

1. Awareness is a first step where you know that any such type of product exists in the market.  

2. Second step takes you to know what the product has to offer. 

3. Bit more closer to the purchase when you start liking the product after knowing it. 

4. Few of the viewers are capable to convert their liking up to the next level of preference, 

which is the fourth step of model towards purchase. 

5. Fifth step is of desire to purchase the product and the conviction that the purchase would be 

wise. 

 6. Finally, we have the last step which translates this attitude into actual purchase Lavidge & 

Steiner [55]. 

Before the first step of awareness there is unsaid step of unawareness 
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Pic 2.3 

Awareness- Advert as a whole aware us about the product 

Knowledge- Explanation given about the qualities of the product gives us knowledge of the 

product 

Preference- Major famous character used for the product is one of the reasons to put it in our 

preference list  

Liking- The comfort of the old age character convert our preference into liking  

Conviction- Its comparison with other such products push us towards the desire to shop it 

Purchase- Final action of shopping the product 

Criticism- 

Critics raise questions about implementation of this model. As it is already mention for 

DAGMAR model that persuasion is not a linear process and this problem occur for Hierarchy-

of-effects also. Implication of theory depends on number of steps also. Greater number of steps 

in a model makes it more difficult to follow.  
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Another problem with the model is that it is based upon a "Human thought process", which find 

its roots in behaviorist psychology "which has now largely been discredited in the contemporary 

literature of cognitive psychology" [57]. Major difference between these two thought of schools 

is that behaviorists depends on response whereas cognitivists depends on information 

processing of brain.  

As per the analysis of the above advert by the critiser's of Hierarchy-of-effects model it carries 

all the faults of DAGMAR more effectively as this model carries more number of steps to be 

followed.  

2.3.4 Agenda setting Theory  

The agenda setting theory is basically a mass media theory. A theory that discusses about how 

mass media can do in influencing the setting of certain image on the public's mind and in 

making a certain issue as a public agenda. The public agenda is the main focus or prime issue 

which the members of the society or public concern about. The term agenda setting theory is 

first used by Mc Combs and Shaw [58]. This theory elaborates the connection in term of 

relationships between the emphasis that the mass media put as an issue and the media audiences 

or the public's reaction or attributes to such issue [59].  

Mass Communication plays an important role in our society its purpose is to inform the public 

about current and past events. Mass communication is defined as the process whereby 

professional communicators use technological devices to share messages over great distances to 

influence large audiences. Within this process the media, which can be a newspaper, a book and 

television, takes control of the information we see or hear. The media then uses gate keeping 

and agenda setting to “control our access to news, information, and entertainment” [60]. Gate 

keeping is a series of checkpoints that the news has to go through before it gets to the public. 
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Through this process many people have to decide whether or not the news is to be seen or 

heard. Some gatekeepers might include reporters, writers, and editors. After gate keeping comes 

agenda setting. 

 

 

 

Agenda-setting  

Fig.2.11 

Criticism  

Agenda Setting Theory is popular in the community of scholars and is constantly being 

evaluated again and again. But there are also many questions about the theory from different 

aspects within the study. 

The few first critical statements state that the theory is about systematically unmask the 

ideologies of the communication practices within it. The communication practices within the 

Agenda Setting Theory do not contain different or multiple ideologies, but instead investigate 
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the different mediums of communication through which we are being communicated to through 

mass media. So, it is not trying to explain ideologies within the theory or clarify that, but rather 

research and investigate for one specific truth via different mediums. 

This theory can be applicable on adverts which are presented through different platforms like 

newspapers, television, web etc. It is not applicable for my study as it is focused for television 

adverts only. 

  2.4 Communication through script of advertisement  

In communication there are number of theories focused on the concepts of signs, signifiers and 

denotative/connotative meanings. There are also many theories and models of special interest 

for analyzing the advertising practices because they explain how meanings are created in 

advertising messages for the viewers. In addition to that, in advertising, ‘message’ is, in fact, not 

only the core selling component that is aimed at ‘persuading’ the target viewer to buy specific 

products and services. In other words, advertising sells messages and thus, these theories apply 

perfectly to create ‘lexical’ and ‘psychological’ appeals to the viewers Puntoni, Schroeder & 

Ritson [61]. This appeal is created by using relevant signs, symbols and other elements that 

form denotative and connotative meanings. Brief discussions on these components are done 

next for a clearer understanding of the script and its relationship to the advertising messages and 

its viewers. 

 2.4.1 Defining Script 

Script of an advert is the most important thing for the study of advertisements. In broader aspect 

script means everything related to the particular advertisement. Script is a copy which includes 

everything to sell anything to the viewer. Good script can fetch viewers attention, builds trust 

and urges the viewer to shop the product. Most ads are short – about 15 to 30 seconds. When 
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writing an advertising script, you don't have much time to mince words because it includes all 

the aspects of verbal and non-verbal communication. In advertising scripts makers combine 

different media, vivid colors, melodies, sounds, gestures and other elements of communication.  

  2.4.1.1 Audiovisual  

Audiovisual (AV) means possessing both a sound and a visual component audio-visual content 

– is the medium that offers advertisers the most effective and persuasive way to talk to 

consumers and is what they most aspire to use. And consumers will be watching more television 

as technology, including broadband and mobile, makes it available wherever they want it. Scott 

[62] proposed three levels of visual element of advert:  

A. Invention, the message that the advertiser wants to convey about their product  

B. Arrangement, the ordering of the visuals; and  

C. Delivery, the manner in which the objects have been delivered.  

This ordering of visual elements of and advert can be followed in nearly all the parts of 

advertising script. 

  2.4.1.2 Gestures and postures 

Body movements and pose of presented characters are counted for gesture and posture section 

of advertising script. Gestures usually involve facial expressions (smiles), body movements 

(arms, legs, head, and feet) and eye movements (blinking, gaze focusing and length of eye 

contact, and pupils dilating). Wrinkling of the forehead, shoulder dropping and head tilting are 

also considered physical movements and positioning. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual
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The posture of the body can be divided into three basic positions: "sitting, standing and lying. 

These gestures and postures are generally used to expresses emotions, attitudes and status 

relationships of the individual.  

2.4.1.3 Slogans and Rhymes 

A slogan is a group of few words that bring your company to mind but are intended to be less 

long lasting in comparison to tag lines. It goes with the battle you are waging right now. That 

means slogans are often used only for one product and/or for one campaign. A slogan may 

change regularly according to the campaigns to advertise a specific aspect of a product or 

service. For example, Slogan for Tata tea gold in 2007 was "Jio har din zyada" 

 

Pic 2.4 

Rhyme is a pattern of sound between words or lines. It has nothing to do with spelling. It is 

commonly found in jingles, slogans and taglines, like this one: 

"Googly Woogly Woosh" 

Ponds, 2009 
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Pic 2.5 

2.4.1.4 Scenes 

The representation of space affects the reading of a film. Depth, proximity, size and proportions 

of the places and objects in a film can be manipulated through camera placement and 

lenses, lighting, decor, effectively determining mood or relationships between elements in the 

diegetic world. A research related to picture processing [63] identified different elements that 

influence picture processing like visuals in any scene, picture clarity and individual way of 

processing. In advertising scene can be understood by four major sections which are mentioned 

below to understand scenes of any advert properly:  
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 2.4.1.4. (i) Decor: 

An important element of "putting in the scene" is décor, the objects contained in and the setting 

of a scene. Décor can be used to amplify character emotion or the dominant mood of a film.  

 2.4.1.4.(ii) Lighting: 

The intensity, direction, and quality of lighting have a profound effect on the way an image is 

perceived.  

2.4.1.4. (iii) Color: 

Color is the one of the major elements of scene in any element. Color combination, its shades 

effect on psychology of viewers in large capacity. 

2.4.1.4. (iv) Background:  

Which background is given to the advert that is also part of scene of the advertisement? 

Example: Open vs close, natural vs man made; commercial Vs residential etc. 

2.1.4.5 Space: 

The representation of space affects the reading of a film. Depth, proximity, size and proportions 

of the places and objects in a film can be manipulated through camera placement and 

lenses, lighting, decor, effectively determining mood or relationships between elements in the 

diegetic world. 

2.1.4.6 Costume: 

Costume simply refers to the clothes that characters wear. Costume in narrative cinema is used 

to signify character, or advertise particular fashions, or to make clear distinctions between 

characters. 
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Nevid’s [64] said that brief exposures of targeted advertisements in any scene had effect on 

viewers reactions. The impression about a product or a service that is originating from short 

video exposures not only to advertised product but also have a strong influence on subsequent 

judgments a consumer makes about present society and trends with advertised product. 

2.1.4.7 Characters 

Characters in script means persons shown in adverts. Physical characteristics of the characters 

includes body built/body shape, general attraction, height, weight, hair, i.e. influential nonverbal 

signs that are not connected to movement. These qualities of characters are also responsible for 

certain messages to communicated in an unsaid manner. 

2.1.4.8 Music 

Music is counted for one of the non-verbal elements of advertising script. A huge research has 

been done on music and type of music of advertising by the scholars.  

Stewart and Punj [65] studied about the influence of nonverbal musical elements on long-term 

memory and compared them to verbal elements showing that verbal and nonverbal elements are 

differently coded in individuals’ minds and their associations to promotional messages are 

different.  

Music in marketing is explored in different ways, and mainly isolated from other nonverbal 

elements [66]. Music, according to Hecker [67], has different roles in advertising. It can attract 

attention, deliver a promotional message, or even provoke excitement or relax an individual. 

Music helps individuals to remember and recognize more efficiently an advertised product if 

music and communication message are aligned [68]. 
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2.1.4.9 Dance 

"Adverts are aesthetic creations that must be enjoyed as much as elements that are used in 

them" Hirschman and Thompson [69]. 

Studies about effects of dance in television advertisements on viewer's behavior, has shown that 

dance is used in television ads because it favorably affects viewers. There are two main levels of 

awareness for viewers: the conscious and unconscious [70]. And again, further there are two 

sublevels in each level i.e. affective and cognitive. In terms of communication, we have verbal 

and non-verbal. Viewers perceiving dance is a sensory nonverbal experience that occurs on both 

levels of consciousness. One of the studies made on effects of dance on observers, found that in 

watching dance, a consumer may have his or her memory, extero-, intero- and proprioceptors 

systems activated [71]. Which in turn effect the thought process, psychology, behavior and 

communication. In this way, dance can have extremely powerful effects on those who watch it 

[72]. However, the effect of the communication relies upon a feedback system of shared cultural 

knowledge that is stored in memory [73]. 

2.1.4.10 Tag lines 

What are taglines? Taglines are associated with the brand name. It is always same for the 

particular brand. They are the words or sentences placed in the leading position of adverts 

which are designed and located to be the first things that receivers observe or read. They are 

therefore expected to fulfill certain aims: Taglines should attract attention, engage the audience, 

be quickly understood, lead into the script of the advert Arens and Bovee [74]. -a tall order for 

what is usually a relatively short piece of text. Taglines are an extremely important element of 

advertisement. Rossiter and Percy [75] argue that they are the second most important part of a 
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magazine advert after the picture. Bhatia [76] however, argues that although pictures in any Tv 

advert can arouse curiosity, they can miss crucial links with a product in the absence of 

attention-catching phrases referring to the product; Taglines, therefore, are extremely valuable 

assets for adverts, the importance of which should not be underestimated. Sometimes they have 

such a deep effect on viewer's memory that if a tagline of any particular brand comes in front of 

them in any respect it recalls them for that advert. 

 Example 

"two minutes" for maggi advertisement 

 

Pic 2.6 
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and "jago re" for tata 

 

Pic 2.7 

2.1.4.11Rhetoric nature 

According to Aristotle's seminal "The Art of Rhetoric" (Tehne Retorikis) written in c. 350 BC, 

[77] people have appreciated the power of rhetoric as a means of persuasion. Longinus says: 

Well, it is able in many ways to infuse vehemence and passion into spoken words, while more 

particularly when it is combined with the argumentative passages it not only persuades the 

hearer but actually makes him its slave (quoted in Corbett [78]). Vickers McQuarrie and Mick 

[79] carried out experiments to test the impact of rhetorical figures on readers and discovered 

that visual rhetoric was a subtle yet powerful device capable of creating a more positive attitude 

towards the product. They noted, however, that visual rhetoric was more difficult to understand 

for people from different cultural backgrounds. Tom and Eves [80] carried out research to report 

on the effectiveness of advertisements that use rhetorical devices, compared to those that do not. 

The major findings drawn from above analysis are  
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• Characters help to recognize the product and the brand. Advertising characters 

extremely memorable and they are developed icons for the viewers. Viewers use to 

identify themselves character's appearance, personality or values. 

Much like a good book or movie in adverts also, a character must be interesting to grab 

customer attention. It must be unexpected, different, have enough personality, strong 

expressions, and quirky behavior. Out-of-the-ordinary and engaging character will 

attract attention because they break stereotypes and stand out of the crowd in terms of 

their looks according to their age, their hair style, their body etc. 

• Advertising communication can be defined as a perception process of the source, a 

message, a communication channel, and a receiver. Advertisements are basically mass-

communication. A receiver might sometimes become the source of information by 

communicating the message to family and friends. This kind of communication is called 

interpersonal communication, which involves social interactions between two or more 

people. 

• Most of the advertisements are in compliance to communication theories. They justify 

the process of these theories. 

• Character pays a major role in any advert but the real genius comes in reflecting those 

interests back to people through imagery, tone, background and design, which is part of 

script. Properly scripted advertisements are recalled better than none or less 

appropriately scripted advertisements. This suggests script analysis might be a 

worthwhile approach to examining advertising effectiveness.  

• The results of the pilot study suggest that the memorability of key points in an 

advertisement can be enhanced by presenting the points as interruptions to scripts. The 
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absence of positive results for the attitude and behavioral intention measures indicates 

the need for further research on this aspect of scripts, but the script concept still offers 

much potential for researchers seeking to understand and improve the effectiveness of 

marketing communications. 
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Content Analysis of Advertisements: Characteristics and Elements 

India is one of the fastest growing countries in the world, becoming a hub for the meeting of the 

east and the west. The rich heritage and culture places it as one of the forerunners in fields such 

as arts, sciences, entertainment, and advertising. Though numerous in number, there has been 

very little research done on the commercials in Indian television, and print media. Such research 

has traditionally been limited to developed countries, close to the U.S. [81]. 

The Indian population is becoming very sophisticated about advertising now. They have to be 

entertained. Time is a scarce and precious resource. The approach to the advertisement and the 

consumer has to be changed constantly to keep grabbing the attention of the consumer over and 

over again. “Honesty” could be a prerequisite for a product in India. “In this business, you can 

never wash the dinner dishes and say that they are done. You have to keep doing them 

constantly” [82]. Indian advertising has been placing more emphasis on the importance of both 

recall and persuasion as brand differentiating messages. Indian advertising industry is growing 

so fast that even the British Broadcasting Corporation is reportedly toying with the idea of 

airing Hindi version of their programs and adverts [83]. 

The study in this chapter attempts to examine the various characteristics of Indian television 

advertisements and the distinctiveness which is required in order to make them more persuasive 

and attractive. The creation and production of effective advertising has long been a concern of 

both advertisers and script writers. There have been various thumb rules for effective 

advertisements ever since advertising began however, critics of standardization consistently 

argued their case for adaptation, citing cultural, economic and political barriers that mandate 

adaptation of marketing programs and processes for products marketed on a global basis [84]. 
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Therefore, it is suggested that advertising in India may require unique adaptations [85]. The 

following study will help us to understand these script related rules and involved elements in a 

better way. 

To recognize these characteristics and elements of an advertisement, which help them to be 

more popular our focus will be on bunch of selected television advertisements selected by a 

group of professionals only. 

The primary purpose of this study is to discover the various characteristic and elements 

involved in the creation of popular television ads in India. The variables considered for this 

content analysis are those developed by Stewart and Furse [86]. These are the advertising 

variables utilized by the agencies which are responsible to select adverts for awards in India. 

There has been very little research done in this field in India, and thus there is scope to conduct 

the future research in this field. 

3.1 Research Questions- 

In order to understand how advertising works in a vast, multicultural country such as India, the 

study will seek the answer to the following questions: 

Q 1: What are the characteristics of Indian popular television advertisement? and 

Q 2: What are the popular variables utilized or skipped by the script writers and advertisers? 

3.2 Methodology- 

This section includes procedure adopted for analysis and sampling design. 
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3.2.1 Procedure- 

Primarily Indian advertisements have been classified into categories. This helped us to select the 

adverts for analysis. Sample adverts were taken from all the categories to cover all the types of 

goods and adverts. In the next step variables have been identified. This is because variables are 

the responsible factors to mark the difference between advertisements. 

3.2.2 Sampling designing- 

To analyze the advertisements with research objectives of the study, a content analysis of 

television advertisements was undertaken of the three major television channels: 

Sony entertainment, Star plus, Zee TV and few from YouTube. The requirement to pick 

advertisements from YouTube was only needed when we were not able to find advert of 

particular category from the said television channels in selected time duration. A total of 38 

graduate student observers were selected and deftly trained for the methodology of the study to 

analyze the content of the direct response commercials.  

All on air advertisement were collected during 7:00 am to 9:00 am, 11:00 am to 1:00 pm and 

7:00 pm to 10:00 pm from Monday to Sunday, over a period of whole week, were taken into the 

consideration. The objective behind selecting a time duration of complete week and time slots 

from morning, afternoon and evening is to obtain a manageable sample of ads and to collect the 

sample from all the categories and type of advertisements. 

Forty-nine hours of television programming including 1127 advertisements and 19 YouTube 

adverts were observed. Out of which 28 advertisements were short listed from the list by the 

pretest participants to be shown to the respondents to fill the questionnaire. A group of 12 
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people participated in pretest and they also helped in collecting the data. This group of pretest 

people includes few of the final respondents also. This group was informed about the criterion 

of the study. 

The pretest, including few of the observers, was conducted for the analysis of 28 TV 

advertisements preselected by the group of observers of data collection. All 28 advertisements, 

used in the analysis, were from television advertising in India only. Each observer was given a 

questionnaire which contain the instructions to follow the categorizing of the advertising 

content. Terminologies were explained even before pretest. 

During the data collection, before starting the procedure, we have defined all the terminologies 

including concepts and categories to each respondent. Primarily all 38 respondents were shown 

a video of all selected TV advertisements,  then they were asked to read the questionnaire, then 

once again they were shown all the selected adverts and lastly they were asked to fill the 

questionnaire as per their analysis of the shown adverts. 

3.3 Different Categories - 

For analysis purpose we have classified Hindi television adverts into thirteen different 

categories Based on size of the ad spend, an analysis of the past advertisements, and the 

collective experience of the analysis committee, the categorization scheme is as under:  

(i) Category A. Foods: Packaged foods, snack foods, baby foods, confectionery, biscuits and 

baked goods, ready to eat foods, table and kitchen ingredients like jams, spices, condiments, atta 

(flour), cooking oils, ice creams and desserts, baby foods, milk products.  
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(ii) Category B. Beverages & tobacco: Ready to drink beverages as well as mix-and-drink and 

dilute-and drink products, soft drinks, packaged and mineral water, malted and white beverages, 

concentrates, juices and coolers, etc.  

(iii) Category C. Toiletries & household care: Products maintaining hygiene, care for 

household articles/clothes/pets, bathing and personal care products, soaps, detergents, scourers, 

fabric care, bathroom care, floor care, glass cleaners, cleaning agents, polishes, enhancers, 

garden care, pet care, bulbs, deodorizers, air fresheners, everyday use supplies, toilet soaps, 

shampoos, hair oils and gels, dentifrices, toothbrushes, shaving products, feminine hygiene 

products, tissues, diapers, etc.  

(iv) Category D. Health & cosmetic care: Formulations and products related to personal health, 

beauty or enhancement. Care and nutrition supplements, cough syrups, OTC medicines, 

germicides for household use, perfumes, deodorants, talcum powders, creams, lotions, hair 

dyes, hair care products, epilators, cosmetics for hair/ skin/ complexion/ nails, etc.  

(v) Category E. Clothing, footwear & accessories: Clothes for men, women and children. 

Accessories like shoes, watches, ties, belts, headgear, jewelry, bags and purses. Textiles: 

suiting, shirting, fabric, etc.  

(vi) Category F. Consumer durables: White goods, entertainment electronics and kitchen/ 

household appliances. TV, radio, mobiles, phones, video, audio, home computers, cookers, 

ovens, toasters, irons, microwaves, refrigerators, washing machines, air conditioners, air 

coolers, water purifiers, vacuum cleaners, geysers.  

(vii) Category G. Homes/ Décor/ Leisure: Homes, cameras, musical instruments, toys, 

furniture, cookware, crockery, cutlery, crystal, clocks, novelty, curios, lighting fixtures, 

stationery, tools, gifts, furnishings, ceramics, wall and floor coverings, photo frames, visual arts. 
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Travel goods like suitcases and carry bags and accessories, sports, recreation and education 

products.  

(viii) Category H. Automotive & accessories: Automotive products and related products. Cars, 

two wheelers, trucks, petrol, engine oils, car accessories, car decorations, spares, services 

related to cars, tires, etc.  

(ix) Category I. Services for the household sector: Stores, boutiques, salons, clubs, shops, 

restaurants, service sites for health check-up, etc. Banking, investment, loans, insurance, mutual 

funds, brokerage, credit cards, debit cards, loyalty cards, education and self-development, 

security, pest control, cleaning, after sales service for mechanical and electrical products.  

(x) Category J. Business products & services: Computers, servers, peripherals, modems, 

hardware, connectivity, software, printers, copiers, typewriters, phone and communication 

systems, fax machines, etc. IT services like ISPs, dot coms, IT services, software providers, 

telecom services, transport and logistics services, infrastructure, training, insurance, consulting, 

cash management services, etc.  

(xi) Category K. Travel & hospitality: Travel, destination marketing, packaged tours, hotels, 

places of tourist interest, airlines, railways, car rentals and allied products & services in the 

hospitality industry. Inviting customers to visit, experience clubs, entertainment/ recreational/ 

pilgrimage sites.  

(xii) Category L. Media: Publications, TV channels, radio stations, outdoor marketers, event 

management companies, public relations, software marketers.  

(xiii) Category M. Public services: Health, environment, social service, population control, etc.  
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3.4 Advertising Variables- 

Following are the major variables responsible to create an advertisement and to mark the 

difference in different adverts- 

1. Visual devices 

2. Auditory devices 

3. Promises, appeals or selling propositions 

4. Commercial tone or atmosphere 

 5. Information content 

6. Music and dancing 

 7. Commercial setting 

8. Category of durability 

3.4.1 Visual Devices  

3.4.1(i) Scenic beauty- Does the commercial present striking scenes of natural beauty 

(mountains, flowing streams) at some point?  

Eg- Mountains and lake in boomer advert 

     Stars in the night in the philips air purifier 

3.4.1(ii) Beauty of principle characters- Does the commercial present one or more strikingly 

beautiful people?  
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Eg- Hema malini in kent purifier advertisement        

                 

Pic 3.1 

3.4.1(iii) Ugliness of principle characters- Does the commercial present one or more strikingly 

ugly characters?  

Eg- Personifying boomer in all the advertisements 

3.4.1(iv) Graphic display- Does the commercial use graphic displays? Graphics can be 

computer generated.  

 Eg- Complete advert of big babool is graphically generated 

    Haier PuriCool Air Conditioner advertisement 

3.4.1(v) Surrealistic visuals-  Does the commercial present unreal visuals, distorted visuals, 

fantastic scenes like watch floating through outer space?  

Eg-Extending his body or body parts as per the requirement of personified boomer character in 

boomer adverts 
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3.4.1(vi) Substantive supers- A superscript (words on the screen) used to reinforce some 

characteristic of the product or a part of the commercial message.  

Eg- Haier PuriCool Air Conditioner advertisement 

3.4.1(vii) Visual tagline- A visually presented statement of new information at the end of the 

commercial; for example, the screen shows the name of participating dealers or another product 

that was not the focus of commercial shown. Corporate logos or slogans do not qualify.  

Eg-"Haier inspired living" 

3.4.1(viii) Use of visual memory device- Any device shown that reinforces product benefits, 

the product name, or the message delivered by the commercial. 

Eg- elasticity of the bubblegum boomer 

 

Pic 3.2 
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3.4.2 Auditory Devices-  

Memorable rhymes, slogans, or mnemonic devices. Nonmusical rhymes or other mnemonics 

(memory aid devices) may be incorporated in lyrics of a song, but must also stand alone, apart 

from music. 

 for example, “You’re in good hands with Allstate,” “Get a piece of the rock”.  

Unusual sound effects. Out of place, unusual, or bizarre use of sound- for example, the sound of 

a jackhammer as someone eats a pretzel.  

3.4.2.(i) Spoken Tagline- A statement at the end of the commercial that presents new 

information, usually unrelated to the principal of focus of the commercial. 

 for example- "Haier inspired living" 

3.4.3 Promises, Appeals, or Selling Propositions- 

3.4.3 (i) Product performance or benefits as main message- A major focus of the commercial 

is to communicate what the product does (for example, shinier tub, fresher breath, whiter teeth) 

or how to use it.  

3.4.3 (ii) Psychological or subjective benefits of product ownership- A major focus of the 

commercial is to communicate hidden or non-provable benefits of having/using the product (for 

example, “you’ll be more popular, more confident”).  

3.4.3 (iii) Comfort appeals- Main focus of the commercial is on cues appealing to creature 

comforts (soft chairs, cool climate).  

3.4.3 (iv) Safety appeals- Main focus of the commercial is on cues appealing to being free from 

fear or physical danger.  

3.4.3 (v) Welfare appeals- Main focus of the commercial is on providing care for others.  
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3.4.4 Commercial Tone or Atmosphere-  

Many commercial tones are witnessed to be used in Indian adverts. Few important tones are as 

follows- 

3.4.4 (i) Cute/Adorable: Use of children, babies, pets, as emotional appeals.  

3.4.4 (ii) Hard Sell: Realistic and factual.  

3.4.4 (iii) Wholesome/healthy: Nothing is missing and everything is as it should be.  

3.4.4 (iv) Relaxed/laid-back: Youth-oriented, Westernized.  

3.4.4 (v) Humorous: Use of derision, jokes; funny twists in the commercial.  

3.4.5 Information Content-  

3.4.5.(i) Price: How much must the consumer pay for the product or service?  

3.4.5.(ii) Value: How is the price and quality or quantity combined? 

3.4.6 Music and Dancing- 

3.4.6 (i) Music: Is music present in the commercial in any form? Music as a major element. Do 

the lyrics of the music used in the commercial carry a product message- for example, “Have it 

your way...”  

Music creates mood (versus background only). Music contributes to the creation of a mood or 

emotion- for example, suspense, sensuality.  

3.4.6 (ii) Dancing: Do cast members dance in the commercial?  

Adaptation of well-known music. Is music recognized popular, classical, country and western 

tune- for example, “Anticipation”?  

Recognized continuing musical theme. Is music clearly identified with brand or company- for 

example, “I’m a Pepper”?  
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3.4.7 Commercial Setting  

3.4.7 (i) Indoor: Is the commercial setting or a significant part of it, indoors or in human-made 

structures- for example, kitchen, garage, airplane, etc.?  

3.4.7 (ii) Outdoors: Is the commercial setting or a significant part of it outdoors- for example, 

mountains, rivers, garden, or other natural setting? Do not include unnatural environments such 

as stadium or home driveway.  

3.4.7(iii) Neutral: There is no particular setting for the commercial; the setting is neutral, 

neither indoors nor outdoors.  

3.4.8 Categories- 

3.4.8 (i) Durable Goods: Is it a manufactured product, such as an automobile or a household 

appliance that can be used over a relatively long period without being depleted or consumed?  

3.4.8 (ii) Non-durable goods: Is it a non enduring product, being in a state of constant 

consumption? 

3.4.8 (iii) Other: These are products that fall under categories such as services, non-tangible 

goods, etc.  

3.5 Findings-  

The study was conducted to examine the various characteristics that are involved in the creative 

executions of television advertisement in India. This study was based on 28 sample ads, 

including on air television and YouTube television ads. For this purpose, using content analysis 

as the methodological approach, several variables were also mentioned. These variables 

included visual devices, auditory devices, commercial tone and atmosphere, music and dancing, 
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commercial approach, commercial content, information content, and promises, appeals, or 

selling propositions. The following tables, representing the findings, are for those variables that 

proved to be significant.  

3.5.1 Descriptive Results  

3.5.1.1 Brand Categories  

India is a developing country, one of the fastest growing powers in the world. With 

globalization heading in every direction, India has also been caught up in the act. This trend can 

especially be seen with the emergence of international brands in the Indian market and ads. 

Category others shows the ads which cannot fall into brand of any particular country. Table 1 

shows the breakdown of the brand categories.  

 

Brand Origin Frequencies Percentage 

Foreign 07 25.0% 

Indian 16 57.14% 

Others 05 17.8% 

Total 28 100% 

 

Table 3.1: Frequencies of the Brand Categories 
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Chart 3.1 

3.5.1.2 Advertising Language 

With a vast history of foreign invasions, it is not surprising that India is one of the largest 

English-speaking countries in the world. This has also had its impact on the ad world. Most of 

the ads use Hinglish (Hindi and English mix) in them. However, some ads also use English 

solely, as the middle class, upper-middle class and upper class which are well educated, have a 

strong command of the language. The following is the breakdown of the use of the Indian and 

foreign languages in the ads. 

Ad Language Frequencies Percentage 

English/Other foreign languages 01 3.5% 

Hindi 15 53.5% 

Hinglish 12 42.8% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.2: Frequencies of Ad Language 

Brand Categories

Foreign

Indian

Others
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Chart 3.2 

3.5.1.3 Scenic Beauty  

Use of scenic beauty was visible in about 39.2% of the advertisements. Table 3 states the 

frequency of the use of scenic beauty in the ads.  

 

Scenic Beauty Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 11 39.2% 

Absent 17 60.7% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.3: Frequency of Scenic Beauty 

Ad Language

English/Other foreign
languages

Hindi

Hinglish
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Chart 3.3 

 

3.5.1.4 Beautiful Characters  

Almost 89.2% of the ads focused on a beautiful character that was either male or female (Table 

4).  

Beautiful Characters Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 25 89.2% 

Absent 03 10% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.4: Frequency of Beautiful Characters 

Scenic Beauty 

Present

Absent
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Chart 3.4 

3.5.1.5 Ugly Characters  

It is true that aside from extreme beauty, extreme ugliness attracts one. However, this was not 

the route taken by most of the Indian television ads. There was rarely any use of ugly characters 

in them. Table 5 shows the frequency of this characteristic in the Indian award-winning 

advertisements. 

Ugly Characters Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 4 14.2% 

Absent 24 85.7% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.5: Frequency of Ugly Characters 

 

Beautiful Characters 

Present

Absent
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Chart 3.5 

In the sample that was used, there were a couple of ads that stood apart from the rest. These ads 

were ones that used both beautiful and ugly characters in them. The ads were used to bring out 

the contrast between beauty and ugliness. What was interesting was how closely humor was 

used with these characteristics. The use of ugly characters did not instill a feeling of it being 

derogatory for those with any kind of physical or mental handicap, but instead, through the 

distinction, brought out the satirical and humorous aspect of the whole situation. An example of 

this was a television advertisement for a jewelry brand. The ad started with an unattractive 

woman, trying to decorate herself with jewelry and become a beautiful woman. She tried a 

brand of jewelry and managed to look beautiful. The humor in this is supported by the use of 

music and song. The satire is brought out that you might not be accepted for what you are, so 

you have to make the change in yourself.  

 

Ugly Characters

Present

Absent
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3.5.1.6 Graphic Display  

What was surprising here was that almost 25% of the Indian ads used graphic displays in them. 

It came out to be quite an ‘untraditional’ approach to the ads (Table 6). Indian ads have always 

been more ‘people- oriented’, concentrating on using more human relations, their interactions, 

etc. However, it is seen that instead of using realistic visuals, the ads have used more computer-

generated graphics here. 

Graphic Display Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 07 25% 

Absent 21 75% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.6: Frequency of Graphic Display  

 

Chart 3.6 

Graphic Display 

Present

Absent
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There were computer generated presentations in number of television ads. 

3.5.1.7 Surrealistic Visuals  

About 28.5% of the award-winning ads used surrealistic visuals in them. This also goes hand in 

hand with the trend of the use of graphic displays. There is lesser use of computerization in the 

advertisements, with respect to anything that is unreal or distorted. 

Surrealistic Visuals Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 8 28.5% 

Absent 20 71.4% 

Total 28 100% 

  

Table 3.7: Frequency of Surrealistic Visuals 

 

Chart 3.7 

Surrealistic Visuals 

Present

Absent
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An aspect that came up here was the inverse relation between the presence of scenic beauty and 

surrealistic visuals. The use of surrealism is higher in ads where scenic beauty is absent, and 

vice versa. The ads seem to try to attract the viewer with the use of either of the backgrounds. 

Scenic beauty would be a reality check on the ad, whereas surreal display will relay the beauty 

by playing on the imagination.  

3.5.1.8 Substantive Supers  

The use of superscripts that enforced some characteristic of the product was found in almost 

39.2% of all the advertisements, as shown in table 8. 

Substantive Supers Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 11 39.2% 

Absent 17 60.7% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.8: Frequency of Substantive Supers 

 

Chart 3.8 

Substantive Supers 

Present

Absent
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One of the examples of this characteristic is the television ad for a castor engine oil, which uses 

animation and humor in it.  

3.5.1.9 Visual Taglines  

Visual taglines were seen in less than a quarter of the award-winning ads (Table 9). The 

commercials that used visual taglines belonged to the product category of services that required 

additional information in them. These ads were such as the one promoting tourism in India, 

which gave the names of participating dealers in it. 

Visual Taglines Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 01 3.5% 

Absent 27 96.4% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.9: Frequency of Visual Taglines 

 

Chart 3.9 

Visual Taglines

Present

Absent
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3.5.1.10 Visual Memory Device  

    The use of visual memory device has been very persistent over the years, summing up to 

almost 80% (Table 10). These ads used some kind of tool to reinforce the product benefits, or 

the message delivered. The commercials in this category used a label shot, or logos at the end.  

Visual Memory Device Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 20 71.4% 

Absent 08 28.5% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 10: Frequencies of Visual Memory Device 

 

Chart 3.10 

There is a great use of memory devices in print ads. This works with the use of the visual 

taglines, which are also used as a form of memory device.  

Visual Memory Device 

Present

Absent
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3.5.1.11 Memorable Rhymes, Slogans, Mnemonic Devices  

As show in Table 11, almost 71.4% of all coded commercials used a memory aid device.  

Memorable Rhymes, Slogans, 

Mnemonic Devices 

Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present                20          71.4% 

Absent                 08          28.5% 

Total                28          100%  

Table 3.11: Frequencies of Memorable Rhymes, Slogans, Mnemonic Devices 

 

Chart 3.11 

 

 

Memorable Rhymes, Slogans, Mnemonic 
Devices

Present

Absent
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3.5.1.12 Music 

Music is a very important aspect of the Indian livelihood. It is almost a culture in itself. Thus, it 

is not surprising that out of the 28 television commercials, 23 used music, only 18% did not 

have any music in them (Table 12). The 5 ads that did not have any music were those that had 

more interaction between the characters, in terms of conversations between them. For example, 

an ad for condoms (Kamasutra), involved a man lying on a hospital bed, with the doctor and an 

attractive nurse standing beside. The ad only shows the doctor talking, with no music. The 

humor is once again brought out when the patient is shown to have all his attention on the nurse 

and her actions and not on his own diagnosis. In the ads that use music use it as the major 

element creating the actual mood of the commercial.  

Music Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 23 82.1% 

Absent 05 17.8% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.12: Frequencies of Music in Television Ads 

 

Chart 3.12 

Music

Present
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3.5.1.13 Dancing 

Seeing the nature of the ads, and the amount of music that they use, it was surprising to see the 

overwhelming absence of dancing in them, with only one commercial containing any (Table 

13). 

Dancing Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 1 3.5% 

Absent 27 96.4% 

Total 28 100% 

 

Table 3.13: Frequencies of Dancing in Television Ads 

 

 

Chart 3.13 

Dancing 

Present
Absent
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3.5.1.14 Unusual Sound Effects  

The use of unusual and bizarre sounds was found in almost 39% of the television ads coded 

(Table 14). One such commercial for a brand of adhesive shows a man trying to run away from 

a huge crowd. However, due to the presence of the adhesive on the scene, his every step sounds 

like a humongous machine falling, symbolizing how heavy his feet are feeling, and the effort he 

has to put into his movements. 

Unusual Sound Effects Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 11 39.2% 

Absent 17 60.7% 

Total 28 100% 

 

Table 3.14: Frequencies of Unusual Sound Effects in Television Ads 

 

Chart 3.14 

Unusual Sound Effects 

Present

Absent
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3.5.1.15 Spoken Taglines  

Spoken taglines were used in 57.1% of all television advertisements (Table 15). An example of 

this characteristic is for a cell phone text message service. At the end of the ad, there is 

additional information provided, such as the cost of the some of the deals offered or new phone 

pieces that are being offered. Another example is for the Alpeliebe candy, which offers a new 

strawberry flavor candy at the end of the commercial. 

Spoken Taglines Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 16 57.1% 

Absent 12 42.8% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.15: Frequencies of Spoken Taglines in Television Ads 

 

Chart 3.15 

Spoken Taglines

Present

Absent
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3.5.1.16 Comfort, Safety and Welfare Appeals  

Considering the presence of humor in most of the commercials, there is a lack of any serious 

approach in the advertisements. Thus, comfort, safety and welfare appeals are mostly missing 

from television ads as shown in Tables 16. The small percentage that uses these appeals is the 

ones related to awareness programs, such as the ads for the National Cancer Association, AIDS 

awareness, etc. 

Spoken Taglines Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 11 39.2% 

Absent 17 60.7% 

Total 28 100% 

Table 3.16: Frequencies of Comfort, safety, welfare Appeals 

 

Chart 3.16 

Spoken Taglines 

Present

Absent
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3.5.1.17 Commercial Tone or Atmosphere  

Humorous (35.7%) and laid- back/relaxed (46.4%) were the two dominant tones used in most of 

Indian advertisements (Table 17).  

Tone or Atmosphere Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Cute/Warm 1 3.5% 

Hard Sell 3 10.7% 

Traditional/Wholesome 1 3.5% 

Laid- Back/Fun /Relaxed 13 46.4% 

Humorous 10 35.7% 

Total 28 100.0% 

Table 3.17: Frequencies of Tone or Atmosphere 

 

Chart 3.17 

Tone or Atmosphere 

Cute/Warm

Hard Sell

Traditional/Wholesome

Laid- Back/Fun /Relaxed

Humorous
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As can be seen, fun is the center point of most ads in India. As mentioned before, there is a lack 

of a serious tone in the ads, making almost every ad, excluding ones used for AIDS or Cancer 

awareness, humorous in nature. Something that is enjoying, relaxing and fun has gotten the 

audience's attention much more than other approaches. Television ads for the adhesives 

(Fevicol), and the Coke ads stand at the forefront in this aspect.  

Both these brands have used humor in every one of their ads. The adhesive ad mentioned before 

is an example of this. The coke ads are endorsed by a famous movie star of India, Aamir Khan. 

These coke ads are normally based in an Indian locales, market places, village scenarios, etc. 

The humor comes in when one hears this celebrity speak in the vernacular language of the local 

people, the shopkeeper, etc. They have a different dialect they speak in, making it a very typical 

argot. Through language and music, he becomes one of them.  

Another television commercial comes with the Fevicol adhesive, in which a man is walking on 

the streets, dancing. 

 

Pic 3.3 
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 When he crosses a sign for Fevicol, his shadow and the song get stuck at the sign as he moves 

on. He comes back and stares at his shadow but is helpless against the strength of the product. 

The man's voice, his accent, and the entire scenario make this another humorous advertisements. 

The laid-back tone comes in for commercials such as those for safari cars, which are completely 

family- oriented and emphasize on fun and relaxation together. Other such ads are ones for 

toothpastes which show young people hanging out together at restaurants, or dance clubs.  

3.5.1.18 Psychological or Subjective Benefits  

Around 17.8% of the ads focus on the communication of hidden or non-provable benefits of 

having or using the product. Subtlety is very dominant in the Indian commercials, and this 

reinforces that aspect.  

Benefits Frequencies Valid Percentage 

Present 5 17.8% 

Absent 23 82.1% 

Total 28 100% 

                          Table 3.18: Frequencies of Psychological/Subjective Benefits 

 

Chart 3.18 

Psychological/Subjective Benefits

Present

Absent
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Since, most of these commercials are not for products. They are neither from durable nor from 

nondurable goods in nature. They are from the category of others such as insurance or 

informational advertisements like those for AIDS awareness, National Relief Fund, etc.. This is 

then followed by nondurables and lastly by durables.  

Product Category Frequencies Percentage 

Durable Good 08 28.5% 

Non-durable Good 09 32.1% 

Services/Other 11 39.2% 

Total 28 100% 

  

Table 3.19: Frequencies of the Product Categories 

 

 

 

Chart 3.19 

Product Category 

Durable Good

Non durable Good

Services/Other
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Conclusion- 

The content analysis of advertisements was mentioned against their presentations on screen and 

its observation to notice all its verbal and nonverbal elements very minutely. The drawn 

conclusions are follows: 

• In general, most of the advertisers utilize pure Hindi then Hinglish and very rare pure 

English, as their communicative language. 

• Scenic beauty, beautiful characters, visual memory devices, Memorable rhymes and 

slogans, Music and spoken taglines are few of the advertising variables used by the 

script writers and advertisers very frequently. 

• Ugly characters, Graphic display, Surrealistic visuals, Visual taglines, substantive 

supers, dancing and unusual sound effects were less utilized by the advertisers this can 

be also understood as these elements are generally skipped by advertisers. 

• Comfort safety and welfare appeals are not very common elements in Indian adverts. 

• Primarily relaxed and then humorous tone is prominent feature of Indian advertisements. 

Hard sell, cute and traditional are not that common. 

• Presentation of psychological benefits is not a common factor of Indian adverts. 
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Understanding the Discourse of Advertisements:  

Pragmatic, Semantic and Semiotics Issues in Script 

It is well defined and widely accepted fact that semantics strictly deals with various aspects of 

meaning they are talking about and also about not taken into consideration. Meaning is 

notoriously vague and can be dealt in number of ways [87]. The semantics is that of “carefully” 

building, putting up or arranging idea to make a meaning or has a desired image. This takes us 

to the conclusion that semantics involves construction of a particular image about the said or 

viewed thing, done by an individual to suit his views, thoughts, desires, fantasies and needs at a 

particular point of time. 

Now-a-days language and communication is not only the means of communication, but they are 

also helping as a tool to earn money [88]. A smart use of words in a limited manner is one of the 

essential qualities for television adverts. Television is one of the major sources of entertainment 

for the populace and as well as for the nobleman and in that course, they are bound to see 

adverts also. The persuasive part of these adverts are carried by both visual and verbal 

communication [89].  

Research Questions: 

This study explores about Following research questions: 

Q1: What are the different ways to understand the meaning of the advertisements? How will 

you able to understand the advertiser’s message?  
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Q2: Is there any impact of advertising discourse upon the viewers? How will you able to 

analyze and mention its acceptability in your society? 

Here, answering the above questions, we aim out to understand the construction of meaning 

from something that looks as simple as a photograph and sounds as sweet as poem for this 

unravelling process of meaning certain signifying practices come into existence. 

This study further examines the nature of the discourse of advertising. The focus is on Indian 

television adverts, which is directed towards the promotion of some product or service to the 

general public. The study, however, is not meant to exhaust all the aspects of this 

particular discourse or present an answer to all the problems it poses. Rather, it aims at 

uncovering the basic elements of the most pervasive, influential and inescapable discourse of 

the 21st century, the advertising text. It focuses on the interaction of language, image and 

layout, and examines advertising persuasive strategies and its effects. In doing so, it draws on 

various linguistic (particularly pragmatic, semantic and semiotic) theories. In addition, this 

study provides analyses of some ads, using different ways of interpretations and ends with 

a discussion on the interrelationship between cultural representations and advertising discourse. 

In this connection, instances from the Indian media, and their analyses are provided, with a view 

to clarifying some important influential categories in Hindi Advertising, and showing that texts 

construct meaning through interaction with other types of discourse, and inseparable from 

the culture of the advertising text. 

Discourse of a communication process plays an important role in analyzing and understanding 

any communication.  In this study we will analyze discourse of adverts to understand its 

processing and effect of viewers psychology. This complete analysis is divided into two phases. 

Further both the phases have again two sections each. 
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First phase the analysis is made to understand meaning of adverts. Two different sections are as 

follows: 

• Primarily to explore the semantic and pragmatic meaning of adverts and 

• Secondly to explore the semiotic meaning of Hindi adverts. 

Second is about understanding the impact of advertising discourse upon the viewers. Two 

sections of the analysis are: 

• Direct analysis for impact of advertising discourse for recent Hindi advertisements and 

• Impact of   advertising discourse for recent Vs Old advertisements in respect to rural and 

urban interface. 

 4.1 Defining Discourse 

The analysis of discourse is the analysis of overall presentation made for communication and in 

use. While some researchers analyze only language part of the presentation and few linguistics 

may concentrate on determining the formal properties of a language, the discourse analyst is 

committed to an investigation on what the language is used for [90]. It can be both verbal and 

non-verbal. The discourse of advertising is based on the assumption that the whole of the 

presentation is produced with the intention of persuading the viewer to buy a product or a 

service, or to present that product or service as desirable as possible to the viewer but we ignore 

the effect of presentation on personality of the viewer. Here in this study we will analyze the 

discourse of adverts from point of view that complete presentation of an advert is its discourse 

because all the involved elements have their particular role and reason. 
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4.2 Approach to Study Advertisements 

There are so many approaches to read and understand the adverts. In this Study we will follow 

two major approaches of understanding advertisements. 

 4.2.1 Semantic and Pragmatic approach to discourse analysis- 

De Saussure [91] in his book "Course in General Linguistics" talked about semantic and 

paradigmatic relations. Semantics is a relation between all utilized elements of communication 

in which they succeed each other or combine together in a chain of discourse in terms of their 

meaning. These communicative elements have nothing in common and are brought together by 

virtue of ‘combinatory rules’ (Syntactic rules which allows speaker to combine signals with 

existing meanings to create an infinite number of new meanings). Paradigmatic relations are 

those which are used for the same associative set by the function they share. So, a sign is in a 

paradigmatic relation with all the signs which can also occur in the same function but not at the 

same time and same function.  

In advertising the overall meaning of the advertisement can be understood with its overall 

presentation or as they appear on the screen or page a ‘chain’ of visual, verbal and aural signs. 

Therefore, to understand an advert it is very much essential to decode all its pragmatic and 

semantic meanings. 

4.2.2 Semiotic approach and ideology of discourse 

Langer’s Symbol Theory of communications is focused on the concepts of signs, signifiers and 

denotative/connotative meanings Littlejohn and Foss [45]. This theory is of special interest for 

analysing the advertising practices because it explains how meanings are created in advertising 

messages for the viewers. But here we will discuss especially about denotative and connotative 
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meanings of adverts as these are much related to television adverts. On the other hand, signs and 

symbols are of less use in television adverts in comparison to print adverts. 

To understand any piece of communication completely it is important to decode its both 

connotative and denotative meanings because in adverts we do not see or hear what is actually 

shown or said and vice a versa.   

4.3 Defining terminologies- 

Few important terminologies used in the study are as follows: 

4.3.1 The concept of Sign and Symbols- 

As Littlejohn and Foss explain, sign is merely a stimulus that refers to something else [45]. 

Whenever a sign is used in any message, it means a reference has been made to something else. 

The reflection of this notion can be seen in advertising where meanings are shared with the 

audience by using signs Griffin [44]. In this essay, the concept of sign is used to explore how 

product related messages are transmitted through advertising. The representation of sign in 

advertising practices also appears in the form of a logo or in any other forms of text and/or 

visuals, which is also discussed in this essay. 

Compared to the concept of sign, the concept of symbol is more elaborated and in-depth. 

Symbols make people think beyond their obvious meaning, Littlejohn & Foss [45]. In reality, 

signs in semiotics contribute to form symbols in complex communication processes which was 

explored during the beginning of the last century that is still in use by the scholars due to its 

authenticity Marsen [92]. 
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4.3.2 The concepts of Denotation and Connotation - 

The concepts of denotation and connotation are directly related to the concepts of signs and 

symbols. As per Langer’s Theory, denotation of any communication message refers to the 

lexical meaning of it where the common two aspects include the symbol and the referent. On 

the other hand, the concept of connotation refers to the psychological meaning where the 

effective elements are the symbol and the person, Littlejohn & Foss [45]. In other words, 

denotation refers to the literal or ‘primary meaning’ of a sign whereas the connotation refers to 

the added or ‘secondary’ meaning attached to the sign, Marsen [92]. 

 From number of studies made in this area it can be concluded that in order to communicate 

creative ideas of advertising messages, the connotative aspects are more powerful than the 

denotative aspects. The comparative effectiveness of these two aspects is also discussed in this 

study. While analyzing the advertising messages, these authentic co-relations of signs, signifiers 

and symbols are considered as important parameters so that the implementation of the theories 

can draw a broader picture for the advertising practices. 

 

4.4 Theoretical Framework- 

4.4.1 Constructionist Vs Social Constructionist Theory for semantics- 

Basically, Constructivism is used for education purpose especially for classroom teaching. 

There are two major types of constructivism- 

(A) Cognitive or Individual constructivism which at the large-scale deals with Piaget’s 

theory [93]. This is also known only as constructionist approach 

(B) Social constructivism which largely depends on Vygotsky’s theory [94] [95] 
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Similarities between the two includes inquiry understanding methods and individuals creating 

concepts to construct understanding or meaning that is relevant to the observed. 

Differences discuss about language development theories. The former deals with thought 

process for a language for cognitive constructivism and the later deals with those theories where 

language precedes thinking for the theory of social constructivism. 

Understanding the construction of meaning helps to analyze once view about the observed that 

whether our thought process is working in the right direction without any influence or our views 

are actually modified by certain external forces. 

4.5 Methodology- 

This study implements qualitative research methodology for the purpose of analysis of 

advertisements, which is descriptive in nature. In the first phase two sets of analysis is done.  

• First to understand semantic and pragmatic meaning of advertisements and 

• Second to explore the semiotic meaning of the advertisements   

• In second phase a study has been made to understand the impact of advertising discourse 

on viewers, with the help of questionnaire. This part of the study is again divided into 

different sections: 

• Impact analysis of recent advertising discourse and 

• impact analysis of recent Vs old advertising discourse considering cultural background 

(rural Vs urban). 

The data for pragmatic and semantic meaning has been analyzed on the basis of Leech’s [87] 

types of meaning, Charmaz [96] [97] grounded theory and constructivism and Hall’s [100] 

constructionist theory of representation specifically, associative meaning. 
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The data for semiotic meaning has been analyzed with the help of connotative and denotative 

meanings of the advertisements. 

4.6 Selected corpus - 

The analyzed data is collected from different TV channels from 8pm to 10 pm for around a 

month. The appealing and unique advertisements from every category have been selected for 

the sample by the group of 6 people including students and employed both. Further the data is 

categories and discussed, in explained categories as per their use, in the form of example to 

understand the categories properly.  

4.7 Analyzing semantic and pragmatic meanings - 

Understanding of semantic and pragmatic meanings basically deals with verbal section of 

presentation. 

4.7.1 Methods of assigning meaning to Adverts 

As per the philosophy of language the speech is act of performing several acts at once [101] 

which in turn depends on speaker’s intention. This theory relates us to J. L. Austin’s [35] 

development of performative utterances. According to which the speech act can be analyzed at 

three different levels: 

4.7.1(i) A locutionary act- the produced utterance and its ostensive meaning, constituted of 

phonetic, phatic and oratory acts corresponding to the verbal, syntactic and semantic aspects of 

any communication. 

4.7.1(ii) An illocutionary act-the pragmatic 'illocutionary force' of the utterance. It deals with 

socially acceptable verbal action 
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4.7.1(iii) A perlocutionary act- This section deals with the effects of communication such as 

persuading, convincing, scaring, enlightening, inspiring, or otherwise getting someone to do or 

realize something, whether intended or not [35] 

Katherine Frith [98] in Lukas [99] discusses three approaches to reading ads which is very 

much Similar to the above theory 

• First- surface meaning 

• Second- Intended meaning  

• Third- cultural or ideological meaning 

4.7.2 Elements that affect meaning Construction for adverts-  

There are certain important elements of any advert which are responsible for its popularity and 

frequency among the viewers. Here I am discussing few of them which plays important role in 

the analysis of selected data. 

4.7.2 (i) Gender- The word gender is related to perlocutionary act of communication. It reflects 

the cultural and ideological understanding as its connotation is behavior that an individual has 

acquired in the process of his/her socialization in accordance with its sex – feminine or 

masculine. As per Alvesson and Billing [102] gender is the social and cultural meanings related 

with the masculinity and femininity   maleness and femaleness forced and anticipated by the 

society. 

The below table has been put together based on attributes or characters used/discussed in 

previous research. All of these are not put as antonyms to each other but as a group of basic 

characters. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perlocutionary_act
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Sl. No. Feminine Attributes Masculine Attributes 

1. Potentially weak Potentially Strong 

2. Humble Insistent 

3. Heart rending, Emotional Practical 

4. Reliant Unreliant, Independent 

5. Devoted, caretaking, comforting Greedy, Self-centered 

6. Frightened, Scared Venturesome, Brave, Inspires fear 

7. Complicated, Problem creator Uncomplicated, Problem solver 

8. Follower Manager, Leader 

9. Sufferer, prey Culprit, Perpetrator 

10. Glamorous, Inviting, Provocative Described as having higher economic/ 

career status and being intellectual 

11. Asks for or accepts advice Gives advice 

12. Shy Shameless 

 

Table No.-4.1 

"If gender is defined as the culturally established correlates of sex (whether in consequence of 

biology or learning) then gender display refers to conventionalized portrayals of those 

correlates." In addition, Goffman [41] stated that there are certain codes which can be seen in 

the society and are helping or in fact responsible for identifying the gender. In Indian context I 

better prefer to introduce the term norm instead of codes. These norms of gender can be seen in 

the portrayals of men and women in media which are in reality settled by the society at some 

point of time.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culturally
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convention_(norm)
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Few of such set Indian societal norms are listed below: 

Sl. No. 

Norms for females 

She is responsible to take care of 

Norms for males 

He is responsible for 

1. Family Earning money 

2. Cloths Social relations 

3. Cooking food Taking care of family’s safety 

4. Decorating house Guiding to a female for different things 

5. Purchasing things Taking kids for outing 

Table No.-4.2 

Gendering in media- 

The larger part of sexual objectification comes from the media, it could be TV shows, 

advertisements, magazines, movies or music videos. One of the gender and sex researchers 

Brown suggests that the media affects the understanding of sex and sexual behavior of common 

people in three major ways. 

First- Primarily and importantly media is responsible for making sexuality with all its allied 

subjects, a hot and burning topic for discussion and to focus upon.  

 Second- The media also plays a role of an enforcer of gendered sexual norms.  

Third- Thirdly media also promotes and encourages the disagreements and deviations from the 

already socially settled and reliable sexually responsible models for the firm beliefs of society.  

The way adverts are looked at and understood are different from the persons having different 

gender traits. The same advert will be treated differently by different genders.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_media
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Situations where a woman is open to opposite sex will criticized by the feminine individuals 

and not by the masculine. Rather they might enjoy the aesthetic value of the overall picture. 

The problem with the above said example is that a masculinity and femininity might be 

understood differently by the individual depending on their social status and their exposure to 

the world. This will take us to the next element which is stylistic social factor. 

 

Pic 4.1 

Example-Nirma ad where few women taking out an ambulance from mud. 

Denotative meaning in this advert says that even if your clothes are as dirty as it is shown in the 

advertisement then also this detergent can clean it easily but connotative meaning says that 

now-a -days women are taking those initiatives for which even males have to think a lot. 
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4.7.2 (ii) Stylistic social factors (culture)- 

It is related to Illocutionary act of assigning meaning to adverts. It says that adverts can-not get 

free from the cultural influence but they use it gaining more self-assurance that the message will 

be accepted and understood the way they are trying to. But at the same time adverts are very 

true example of one of the essential characteristics of human culture is that the change occurs. 

Sometimes adverts encourage more than our popular culture. 

Now-a-days, on several occasion as a fleeting glance at number of adverts in television, there 

seems to be an arbitrary use of the images whereby there is no defined relationship or in-fact 

just opposite relation between the advert and the popular culture.  

 

Pic 4.2 

Example- Airelmatic advert- share the load. 
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Female in India society are psychologically trained from the very much beginning that they are 

the only person who needs to take care of all household deeds. Denotative meaning here says 

that man is helping his wife in these household jobs but connotative meaning implies that now it 

is time to break such cultural norms. 

4.7.2 (iii) Ambiguity in Captions- 

It deals with both locutionary and illocutionary acts of communication. Today, of particular 

concern to advertising scholars and practitioners is the use of strategic ambiguity for 

effectiveness of persuasion. Strategic ambiguity, an equivalence of purposeful polysemy, has 

been considered a strategic resource of communication. Despite these recent theoretical and 

managerial developments, studies have been scant to focus on the ambiguity in advert is in 

creativity interpretation. 

 

Pic 4.3 

Example- Imperial blue- Pyaar ki raah mein chalna siikh 
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This is one of the surrogate advertisements which cocoon two-fold ambiguity. Firstly -In 

actuality this is a liquor advert but because of advertising rules they are presented as a soda 

advert. Secondly- Tag line “Pyaar ki raah mein chalna sikh” connotes if you are going through a 

heart break you should try this liquor. 

4.7.2 (iv) Acquaintance with the world- 

It relates us to Illocutionary act of communication. This type of meaning deals with socially 

acquired and communicated meaning by the social community. It differs from person to person 

and place to place. It, sometimes, varies among age groups. 

                                    

 

Pic 4.4 

Example-Myntra lesbian advert 

This advert tries to bridge lesbian acceptability in Indian society. 
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4.7.2 (v) Music- 

Deals with Locutionary and perlocutionary acts of communication. Music in adverts are also 

involved in the role of meaning construction. It is employed in number of ways which in turn 

help to construct meaning as a whole. Nelson also studied about the same and reach to the 

conclusion that music in adverts helps to analyze meaning at creative, emotive, empathetic and 

Informative levels.  

 

Pic 4.5 
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Pic 4.6 

Example- McDowell's No1 Soda adverts- Yaaron Se Bane Hum 

In this advert Music in background says “Ye No.1 Yaarihai”. The youngsters mean this word 

“Yaari” a lot, which means friendship and includes informality of language use which, in turn, 

reflects closeness and familiarity among the users. The target audience of liquor is the youth. 

This addresses the target audience and entails social associative meaning.        

4.7.3 Advertising in different dimensions -Implementation of Social Constructionist 

Theory for semantics of Adverts- 

Airtel ad, titled Boss. 

In this ad a lady boss discusses to two subordinate employees of her team that they have to work 

very hard to reach the deadline. One of the men protests saying that it is not possible in such a 

short duration. She showed her sympathetic face and mentioned in a sympathetic manner that 

they’ll just have to manage and ask them to take a leave. Later lady reached home and cook 

food for her husband like any Indian traditional wife. 
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The major attraction of this advert is that the shown as the boss of two subordinates is also wife 

of one of them.  

 

 

 

 

 

Pic 4.7 

Picture of Airtel mobile company advertisement- 

To analyze this advert for meaning construction a set of Dior [103] questions have been utilized. 

As Dior questions were framed to analyze print media advertisements therefore for the sake of 

analysis of Tv commercials we have also framed few more questions on the same pattern. 

There are three major Dior questions which help viewer to construct meaning- 

4.7.3 (i) WHO is being represented? 

This question largely deals with the Gender element of the advert. It includes the argument that 

which gender is targeted to appeal to? Is it men, women or both? This helps us to construct or 

reconstruct the image of represented gender. 

In the above advert at the front face both the genders are included but in the deep analysis we 

can say that women are largely targeted because it is not representing typical Indian society 
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which is loved to be seen by most of the males. Instead of it is a Subversive but identified 

representation about how women wish to be perceived and what they are interested in? 

4.7.3 (ii) HOW are they being represented? 

This helps us to understand the Cultural element of the adverts. The questions discuss about the 

doubt that what is been highlighted in the presentation? This section of analysis helps to 

understand or reconstruct already existing cultural norms and their acceptability. Whether still 

they are acceptable in one and the same manner or some changes are required? 

In the above advert we have three options  

A) Is it a woman in society? 

                       Or  

B) Man-woman relationship?  

Or 

C)  The network at the top of the? 

Overtly the third option is seemed to be right one. But to achieve their goal advertisers have 

utilized second option as a second spotlight and first one as a major spotlight because it deals 

with psychology of both the categories of women. Professionals as they are shown beautiful, 

carrying appealing personality, dominating over males and women would wish to see 

themselves at that very position in society. House makers because of deep love and great 

understanding between husband and wife. 

4.7.3 (iii) HOW is the representation constructed? 

This question covers a big portion for meaning construction of an advert. Answer of this 

question share out three elements of any commercial-Music, Acquaintance with the world and 

Ambiguity. This helps us to construct idea about relation between our surrounding, product and 
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other visuals of the advert. Sometimes these elements of an advert also help us to dream about 

our imaginary world. 

In the above discussed airtel network advertisement ambiguity of wife and boss is used to 

attract and appeal viewers. This also force audience to let their brain work more to understand 

the advert which in turn result in long term memory for the product. 

This rebellious advert works in negative direction for the element acquaintance with the world. 

It is so to make the change in the society which is desired by a large group of the society.  

Background music in this commercial is utilized to memorize the brand as it is used in all airtel 

commercials.                     

4.8 Semiotic analysis of advertising discourse 

 

Pic 4.8 
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Take pre-emptive action before any unfortunate incident occurs, by which time it’s often too 

late. Work on “preactivism” instead of “reactivism”. “wake up before the alarm goes off.” This 

thought, in a nutshell, sums up all other Jaago Re Versions of Tata tea. The new Tata Tea 

campaign that aims to instigate social change through cause-related marketing. It follows in the 

footsteps of “Jaago Re”, a hugely successful campaign launched in 2008 that tackled several 

social issues — including women’s empowerment, voting, and corruption — and encouraged 

the citizens of the country to participate in active change. 

In this advert alarm is sign of any social mis-happening and ringing of alarm is symbolic 

representation that some unfortunate incidence had taken place.    

The advert's tagline, “Alarm bajne se pehle jaago re”, asks viewers to take preemptive action 

before any unfortunate incident occurs, by which time it’s often too late. Thus, it promotes an 

idea of “preactivism” instead of “reactivism”. Here denotatively the meaning of tag line refers 

to ringing of some alarm but its connotation refers to occurrence of any unfortunate incidence. 

The snoring, in the ad, is a metaphor for how we’re snoring through these times when we 

should be waking up just before.” 

4.9 Summing up the analysis- 

Summing up the analysis it can be said that visual representations of Tv commercials bring us 

close to the real society. These commercials are very much rich in their semantic and semiotic 

representations. Language plays a vital role in constructing and understanding these realities of 

the society. Both the aspects of language i.e. verbal and non-verbal along with all additional 

elements of adverts in a form of message as a whole, speaks a lot about society. They relate us 

to the existing and desired changes in societal norms. With the help of this study my effort was 
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to discuss the involvement of constructionist theory of representation in understanding the 

delivered messages with their other under carpet messages. It has been fairly discussed and 

well-established fact that number of associated messages are coupled with the main content 

with the help of involved elements, which finally results in number of varied readings for a 

single representation. 

However, on the other hand we can generalize that all the involved forms of communication 

converge in a brooding of cultural norms followed or denied in any society at a particular period 

of time. Finally we can say that implication of this paper is qualitative analysis of the said topic 

which windup with the result human being derive meaning from all the utilized elements (signs, 

symbols, colors, background, language, music etc.) ,without any exception of  age, gender and 

society. Though these differences in age, gender and society may affect their way of 

perseverance. Objects and human beings vary in their meaning depending on the context and 

culture and if the seen object or language is not seen before then this works as a barrier for 

effective communication. The communication process will be blocked and no effective 

communication can take place. 

4.10 Impact upon viewers- 

This section for impact on viewers is divided into two sub- categories of analysis: 

• First- Impact of advertising discourse on its viewers 

• Second- Impact of advertising discourse considering old Vs new adverts with respect to 

cultural background of the viewers (urban and rural). 
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 4.10.1 Impact of advertising discourse- 

This section of analysis deals only with new adverts and respondents were only from academic 

institutes. Respondents includes both students and working people in these institutes. 

4.10.1.1 Research Questions- 

This analysis will help us to answer the following research questions- 

i) How educated people of India consider the impact of advertising discourse upon them. 

ii) Which are the more effective elements of advertising discourse. 

4.10.1.2 Research Instrument and data collection-  

To understand the advertising discourse, in this section we formed a questionnaire carrying a set 

of 10 questions related to discourse of Indian adverts and its impact on the viewers. This survey 

was conducted with the help of 121 respondents from students and working people.  

Shown adverts to the viewers were taken from the star plus and ABP news from 8 to 10 pm in 

the month of October 2019. These adverts were selected by a group of five people (three 

students and two working professionals). 

Questionnaire is the main research instrument for this data collection. 

4.10.1.3 Population of study- 

The respondents for this analysis were students and working people from different age group 

(adults and youngsters), different social background (rural-urban, from different states of the 

country) and different genders (male and female). Before starting the survey, the respondent 

were informed and shown the adverts analyzed in this study.  
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4.10.1.4 Questionnaire and responses - 

Sl. 

No. 
Questions 

Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral 

Disa

gree 

Strongly 

disagree 

1. 
Discourse of the adverts is responsible to 

make it more attractive  
27 55 23 05 11 

2. 
The viewer identify himself/herself with 

the lead character of the advert  
36 43 13 19 10 

3. 

Familiar elements of discourse in any 

advert make you feel familiar with the 

product 

34 43 11 27 06 

4. 

Adverts with the script of similar 

economical status have an appealing 

effect on people of every age and gender 

45 22 17 13 24 

5. 

Adverts having resemblance of the 

characters with the viewers can be easily 

memorized by viewers  

34 23 25 19 20 

6. 
Adverts having appealing discourse setup 

gain popularity quickly  
41 16 12 31 21 

7. 
Favorite songs in background have a 

pleasing effect on you 
30 22 23 11 35 

8. 

Use of similar objects by viewer and the 

character of the advert provide a sense of 

status identification 

41 22 17 17 24 

9. 

Adverts having appealing discourse leave 

a long-term effect on the minds of 

viewers 

48 15 12 20 26 

10. 

Resembling elements of discourse in 

adverts have a stronger impact on people 

belonging to every class of society 

29 36 25 24 07 

 

Table No.-4.3 
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4.10.1.5 Discussion and findings- 

To analyze and discuss the findings of the data, we consider first two criteria (strongly agree 

and agree) of the scale as agree and last two (disagree and strongly disagree) as disagree. Then 

we have converted them into percentage. 

Findings for the questionnaire are as follows: 

(i) 67.8% respondents agreed to the statement that discourse of the adverts is responsible to 

make it more attractive. This denotes that most of the viewers think that discourse is one of the 

important elements of any advert and these elements are responsible to attract the viewers’ 

attention toward the presentation.  

 

Chart 4.1 
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(ii) 65.3% respondents said yes to the statement that  "the viewer identify himself/herself with 

the lead character of the advert. This reflects that familiar plots of the advert help viewers to 

relate themselves with the presentation which in turn help them to memorize it.  

 

 

Chart4.2 
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(iii)  63.6% respondents agreed that familiar elements of discourse in any advert make you feel 

familiar with the product. This means that discourse of any advert is able to capture mind of 

viewers. This results to easy remembrance of adverts. 

 

 

Chart4.3 
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(iv)  55.4% respondents were agreed to the question that Adverts with the script of similar 

economical status have an appealing effect on people of every age and gender. This much 

bigger percentage in favor shows that adverts of familiar discourse make them famous soon 

because they carry similarities in status with viewers.  

 

 

Chart4.4 
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(v)   47.2% responses were in favor that adverts having resemblance of the characters with the 

viewers can be easily memorized by viewers. Respondents agreed that similarities with the main 

character leaves a positive impact over them. On the other hand, only 20.6% were neutral and 

32.2% were disagree with the statement. These adverts always provide good impact to the 

viewers. In turn viewers also memorize them and try to copy to modify their social image.  

 

 

Chart 4.5 
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(vi)  47.1% of respondents believe that adverts having appealing discourse setup gain popularity 

quickly. They also believe that in comparison to boring adverts these presentations are more 

powerful and trendy. Most of the time such presentations provide sense of modernity and 

advancement.  

 

 

Chart 4.6 
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(vii) 43% respondents said yes to the statement that "favorite songs in background have a 

pleasing effect on you. This makes them a feeling of viewing something pleasant and relaxing. 

Though this percentage is less than 50 percent but in comparison to not agreed (38%) and 

neutral (19%) this is quite high.  

 

 

Chart 4.7 
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(viii) 52.1% respondents think that use of similar objects by viewer and the character of the 

advert provide a sense of status identification. This indicates that there is no age or gender 

boundary to observe similarities in adverts. They are being marked and liked by the people of 

every age group. 

 

 

Chart 4.8 
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(ix) 52.1% responses were in favor to the statement that "adverts having appealing discourse 

leave a long-term effect on the minds of viewers". Again, this shows that appealing discourse of 

any adverts have long lasting effect and viewers don't forget them easily. 

 

 

Chart 4.9 
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(x) Only 45.5% believe that resembling elements of discourse in adverts have a stronger impact 

on people belonging to every class of society. However, the percentage in favor is only 45.5 but 

still majority is in favor that this impacts each and every class of society (20.8% neutral and 

25.7% disagree). 

 

 

Chart 4.10 
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4.10.2- Impact of discourse upon Urban Vs rural Viewers: An Intercultural Study- 

In this section we have set of 10 questions related to discourse of new Indian adverts on the 

viewers, their impact and their popularity. This survey was conducted with the help of 150 

respondents from each rural and urban background. Most of the respondents are college going 

students. 

4.10.2.1 Research Questions- 

With the help of present analysis, we tried to answer the following research questions- 

i) How youngsters of India perceive changes from the Indian adverts of two different decades. 

ii) What are the popular changes in Indian advertising discourse among the youngsters. 

4.10.2.2 Research Instrument and data collection-  

A group of six people (including students and working people from both rural and urban 

background) was formed to select the advertisements. All the criteria of analysis were told to 

the group members, based on which they have selected 10 advertisements in all. 5 adverts were 

produced in between 1990 to 2000 and 5 from 2001 to 2010.  These advertisements were taken 

from YouTube and random television channels. Advertisements were shown to the respondents 

in two groups. 

Old adverts- Advertisements formed 1990 to 2000 and 

New adverts- Advertisements formed after 2001- 2010  

Questionnaire is the main research instrument for this data collection. 

4.10.2.3 Population of study- 

The respondents for this analysis were students from different age group (under graduation and 

post-graduation), different social background (rural-urban, from different states of the country) 
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and different genders (male and female). Before starting the survey, the respondent were 

informed and shown the adverts analyzed in this paper.  

4.10.2.4 Questionnaire and responses- 

4.10.2.4 (i) Data from urban respondents- 

Sl. 

No. 
Questions 

Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

1. These changes make the adverts 

catchy 
31 64 30 11 14 

2. The viewer prefers to see adverts 

of new trends because of prestige 

factor 

56 23 13 20 38 

3. New adverts can be easily 

memorized by viewers 
35 46 12 23 14 

4. New adverts gain popularity 

quickly 
63 21 15 18 33 

5. Adverts of new trends have a 

pleasing effect on you 
44 31 17 27 31 

6. New adverts provide a sense of 

modernity 
57 26 11 33 23 

7. New adverts make you feel 

foreign 
42 32 13 24 39 

8. New adverts have an appealing 

effect on people of every age and 

gender 

56 29 16 15 34 

9. New adverts leave a long-term 

effect on the minds of viewers 
68 24 10 20 28 

10. New adverts have a stronger 

impact on people belonging to 

every class of society 

26 38 31 23 32 

Table No.-4.4 
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4.10.2.4 (ii) Data from rural respondents- 

Sl. 

No. 
Questions 

Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

1. 
These changes make the adverts 

catchy 
18 32 47 31 22 

2. 

The viewer prefers to see adverts 

of new trends because of prestige 

factor 

26 23 34 42 25 

3. 
New adverts can be easily 

memorized by viewers 
28 16 21 43 42 

4. 
New adverts gain popularity 

quickly 
63 20 10 24 33 

5. 
Adverts of new trends have a 

pleasing effect on you 
22 17 12 57 42 

6. 
New adverts provide a sense of 

modernity 
53 36 15 23 23 

7. 
New adverts make you feel 

foreign 
25 22 16 43 44 

8. 

New adverts have an appealing 

effect on people of every age and 

gender 

24 31 14 46 35 

9. 
New adverts leave a long-term 

effect on the minds of viewers 
31 21 14 37 47 

10. 

New adverts have a stronger 

impact on people belonging to 

every class of society 

21 18 30 44 37 

  

Table No.-4.5 
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4.10.2.5 Discussion and findings- 

To analyze and discuss the findings of the data, we consider first two criteria (strongly agree 

and agree) of the scale as agree and last two (disagree and strongly disagree) as disagree. Then 

we have converted them into percentage. 

Findings for the questionnaire are as follows: 

(i) 63.3% urban and 33.3% rural respondents believe that changes in adverts from old to new 

makes the adverts catchy. 16.6% urban and 35.3% rural respondents disagree to this statement. 

This denotes that this high percentage of urban students think that changes in adverts make 

them more special and attractive in comparison to old adverts. Therefore, they catch the 

attention immediately. On the other hand, the percentage of students from rural background is 

very low for the same question which shows that they do not find it more attractive. 

 

 

 Chart (i) a                                                     Chart (i) b 
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(ii) 52.6% urban and 32.6% of rural respondents believe that most of the viewers prefer new 

adverts in comparison to old adverts because of prestige factor. 38.6% urban and 44.6% rural 

respondents do not agree with this statement. This group of agreed respondents believe that new 

adverts are always different and provides newness to the viewers. In turn viewers also 

memorize these new ways of presentation and use them in their conversation to enhance their 

prestige. Though followers of this view are comparatively very low in rural area. 

 

 

                       Chart (ii) a                                                     Chart (ii) b 
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                     Chart (iii) a                                                     Chart (iii) b 

 

(iv)  56% urban and 55.3% rural respondents said yes to the question that "do these adverts gain 

popularity quickly". 34% urban and 38% rural denied for the same question.  Such huge number 

of responses in favor shows that new adverts make them famous quickly because they carry 

variation in their expressions from old adverts. 

 

                      Chart (iv) a                                                     Chart (iv) b 
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(v)   50% urban and 26% rural responses were in favor that new traditions in making gives 

adverts a pleasing effect. 38.6% urban and 66% rural respondents said no to the same question.  

Respondents in favor agreed that rhyming in new adverts amuse them and leaves a positive 

impact over them. 

 

                          Chart (v) a                                                     Chart (v) b 

(vi)  55.3% urban and 59.3% rural respondents believe that new adverts are symbol of 

modernity. 37.3% urban and 30.6% rural respondents denied this fact. They also believe that in 

comparison to old adverts new adverts are precise and trendy. These adverts provide sense of 

newness and advancement.  

 

                       Chart (vi) a                                                     Chart (vi) b 
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(vii) 49.3% urban and 31.3% rural respondents think that new adverts make them feel foreign 

because of new themes and new presentation techniques same as other develop countries. 42% 

urban and 58% rural were not agreed to this statement. This gives the viewers feel of non- 

native instead of local. Though this percentage is less than 50 percent but in comparison to not 

agreed (42%) and neutral (8.6%) this is quite high as far as urban respondents are considered.  

 

 

                     Chart (vii) a                                                    Chart (vii) b 

 

(viii) 56.6% urban and 36.6% rural respondents think that new adverts attract viewers of every 

age and gender. On the other hand, 32.6% urban and 54% rural were disagree to the same 

statement. This indicates that there is no age or gender boundary to observe modern adverts. 

They are being marked and liked by the people of every age group. 
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                 Chart (viii) a                                                    Chart (viii) b  

(ix) 61.3% urban and 34.6% rural responses were in favor that new adverts leave a long-term 

effect on the mind of viewers. 32% urban and 56% rural respondents denied for the same 

question. Again, this shows that new adverts have long lasting effect and viewers don't forget 

them easily. 

 

                   Chart (ix) a                                                    Chart (ix) b 
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 (x) Only 42.6% urban and 26% rural believe that these new adverts have their strong impact 

over people from every class and society. Other 36.6% urban and 54% rural were not in favor.  

However, the percentage of urban respondents, in favor is only 42.6 but still majority is in favor 

that this impacts each and every class of society. on the other hand, very less number of rural 

respondents are in favor.  

 

 

                        Chart (x) a                                                    Chart (x) b  

4.11 Conclusion- 

 To analyze and differentiate between advertisements of different decades is to acknowledge 

their representational power both as cultural artifacts and as bearers of meaning, reflecting 

broad societal, cultural, and ideological codes. We need to keep in mind those scenes—

particularly advertising scenes—are not mere pictures, accurately representing some external 

world: “the photograph both mirrors and creates a discourse with the world, and is never, 

despite its often passive way with things, a neutral representation” [104]. Though the above 

statement was made for photographs in advertisement but here this is also true for presented 

scenes in Hindi commercials.  
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A very clear example was seen on Monday i.e. 26th of January 2015 when news came that four 

friends were travelling to Agra to see the Taj Mahal have been killed by a train after attempting 

to take selfies in front of the moving vehicle. They were trying the stunt, according to the 

survivor, Aneesh. The accident happened on Monday at the railway tracks off Mathura, near 

capital New Delhi.  

Our interpretations are meant to suggest possibilities, both in terms of what we take as intended 

messages as well as resistant meanings. Images, saturated by a long cultural history, constitute 

an engaging and deceptive culturally and historically bound visual language system. 

Advertising imagery—as a subset within this system—interacts with it, borrowing from and 

influencing the larger world of visual culture. 

 The results also indicate that the role of woman in television advertising has changed over the 

decades. Although, woman in India, are portrayed as traditional and stereo typical over the 

decades, there is a difference in product categories advertised by them. Advertisers in the 

decade 2010 are willing to portray woman in male dominated advertisements as compared to 

advertisers of 1990s. The findings of the study are in sync with those found by Munshi [105]. 

He states that the portrayal of women has changed, but only slightly.          

                               This analysis has attempted to cover a number of advertisements as possible 

to study the changing themes and ideas television advertising in India. However, it has not 

covered all the advertisements and hence future researchers could cover more number of 

advertisements. Further, the changing portrayal of men and women could also be studied more 

deeply and a comparative analysis of the two would add more insight to the study.  
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Here it is also markable that cultural conceptions of gender identity, sexual fulfillment, and their 

part in the promised good life of consumer choice will come under intense pressure. 

Understanding the role that masculinity—and femininity—plays in consumption, visual history, 

and representation signals a step toward understanding how the market structures and subsumes 

basic ontological concerns of being, desire, and identity and these are the basic reasons to bring 

transgression in commercials of any language so is the case with Hindi commercials as well. 

Analysis of the data in the second section of the paper clearly proves that the changes in adverts 

is well noted and marked by the viewers. New adverts are more in focus and noticed by the 

viewers in spite of the fact that we have good number of viewers who are more in favor of old 

adverts. If we separately talk about data of urban and rural viewers, most of the urban 

respondents are in favor of new advertising methods. They enjoy these presentations, they 

accept that these adverts are effecting them in number of ways. On the other hand, Rural 

respondents are comparatively less in favor. It may be because they are not much exposed to the 

new cultures shown in the new adverts. 

In order to ‘belong’ in the global scenario and in the global community, India’s advertising 

industry is far ahead of its times to attain a distinctive identity of its own. This global identity 

and the need to belong and be at the level of other developed countries, India has been working 

hard to attain recognition at the international level. Thus, the status of new adverts in Indian 

advertisement industry is overwhelmingly high and equally envious. 
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Hindi- English Code Switching and Code Mixing in Indian 

Advertisements 

Code mixing and code switching are studied in connection with bilingualism under the umbrella 

of communicative strategies. Generally, these terms are being discussed in terms of 

sociolinguistic aspects. Very few have cannibalized their studies towards its psycholinguistic 

effects. This phenomenon of code switching and code mixing is also very popular and 

frequently used technique among the advertisers in a number of new and catchy ways. It is 

observed that technique of mixing and switching of codes is used for both monolingual and 

bilingual speakers. 

In this chapter of the thesis will analyze code switching and code mixing in television 

commercials with the perspective of their frequency in both monolingual and bilingual 

communities, different reasons for employing this method in making of adverts and its effect on 

viewers psychological and behavioral patterns.   

This study discusses a set of examples from Hindi cold drink advertisements which contain 

code switching and code mixing. The data for this analysis were largely drawn from all time 

cold drink advertisements made for television and their availability on internet especially on 

YouTube. For the purpose of this analysis, primarily all the advertisements were bought in 

written form for several reasons. First of all, it is easier to analyze written text in comparison to 

audio and visual recordings. Second, it is a relatively easy to go back to some particular 

advertisement for certain reason. Last, in the interest of providing detailed analysis, it seemed 

more beneficial to focus on code-mixing and code switching in written material. The study of 

code switching and code mixing from psychological and structural point of view, in 
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advertisements, is often ignored in research. Indeed, the structural flexibility of the code-mixed 

slogans found in advertising makes it extremely interesting from a linguistic point of view. 

Those who write advertising copy enjoy what Leech [106] referred to as 'copywriter's licence'. 

This carte blanche authorizes them to- 

(i) experiment with orthography in Tag Lines,  

(ii) invent new lexical items,  

(iii) produce language which appears nonsensical, and/or  

(iv) use the intrasentential switching of roles and registers, in addition to many other options, all 

of which provides a fascinating linguistic mixture for analysis. 

In the next section of the analysis we have structured a questionnaire to understand and 

establish the reasons of code mixing and code switching in Indian Hindi- English adverts.  

5.1 Defining popular notions (Code switching (CS) and code mixing (CM))- 

Code mixing and code switching have been defined by many researchers and linguists in 

various ways-  

Hymes [107] defines CS as an optional use by a person aware with minimum two languages, in 

one conversation, whereas Auer [108] proposed a newolog "Code- alteration". Milroy and 

Muysken [109] were seems to be agreed with the definition given by Hymes but Bokamba 

[110] says it as blending of grammatical and or lexical units from the different language system 

within the limit of a sentence in a single conversation. On the other hand, H. Moradi [111] has 

taken it as language alteration and interference for any language. 

Most of the studies including Paplock of code switching and code mixing in any language are 

done in spoken discourse (e.g. Poplock [112]). Switching, however in recent times has also been 

analyzed by a number of scholars who have taken an interest in this phenomenon in its written 
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manifestations as it appears in advertising copy [113] [114]. Switching as it occurs in written 

advertising will often depend upon the targeted audience based upon their categorization on the 

basis of- age, sex, socio- economic status etc. Many researchers have discovered the persuasive 

and manipulative power of English in advertising [115], H. Mushtaq & T. Zahra [116] worked 

on code mixing and code switching of commercials but from the different perspective and again 

their work is based on data collection from the targeted audience.  

 5.1.1 Code switching (CS)-  

Code switching is a communicative method mostly used in bilingual communities. In the 

communities where people are able to speak and understand two different languages at 

relatively better level therefore, they switch their communication from one language to another 

language. This shifting of codes from one language is another is at the higher scale i.e. at the 

sentence level. Coulmas [117] also mentioned it as bilingual’s choice of shifting of codes can 

move beyond the boundaries of any particular language. Code switching is generally takes place 

in single context. 

5.1.1.1 Types of Code switching- 

There are number of types based on various rules for code switching by different authors. 

Paplack [118] categorize code switching into three different categories: 

• Tag Like code switching 

• Inter-sentential code switching and 

• Intra-sentential code switching. 
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Gumprez [119] categorize it into two sections. Situational and metaphorical. Situational code 

switching refers to the switching in a particular context and metaphorical code switching refer 

to the switching incidences when it takes place only to mark changes in the style. For our 

analysis we will follow mostly Paplack's classification as it is based on grammatical approach 

instead of occurrence. 

5.1.1.1 (i) Tag Like code switching-  

 Tag like code switching is very rare in their existence. These switches syntactically do not 

effect rest of the conversation. They can be anything like words, phrases or idiomatic 

expression. Such tag like switching does not break any grammatical rule of the base language.   

Mango Frooti, Fresh 'n' Juicy 

Thums Up! Taste the Thunder 

5.1.1.1 (ii) Inter-sentential code switching-  

 Inter-sentential code switching occurs in simple sentences. They exist at the boundary of one 

sentence to another. These are highest in their existence in comparison to the other switching.  

5.1.1.1 (iii) Intra-sentential code switching- 

Intra-sentential code switching occurs in compound and complex sentences. They exist within 

the boundary of one sentence and at the clausal level in these sentences. These are higher than 

tag like switching and lower than inter-sentential switching in their existence.  

 Poplack consider code mixing of my analysis as intra- sentential switching and both inter and 

intra sentential switching of my analysis as his inter- sentential switching. 
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Code switching utilize grammar of both the languages in their conversation therefore switching 

needs more knowledge of code-switched language [118] in comparison to code mixing. 

5.1.2 Code mixing (CM)- 

Code mixing is same thing followed at comparatively lower level as compare to code switching. 

Kachru [121] defined it as transfer of " linguistic units from one code into another. In his 

another work [120] he also calls it as " role dependent and functional dependent phenomenon. It 

takes place within the first language of bilinguals without any change in base language in terms 

of grammar. 

5.1.2.1 Types of code mixing- 

Some authors refer code mixing as intra-sentential code switching like Poplack [118] and lanz 

[122] while others consider it as borrowing [123]. This generally occurs within simple sentences 

or within the boundary of clause in other types of sentences. For our study we divide them into 

following three categories: 

5.1.2.1 (i)Phrasal- Phrasal mixing occurs when there is more than one word is used from 

another language for single part of speech. 

5.1.2.1 (ii)Lexical- Lexical code mixing exist at the word level. i.e. when a single word is used 

from other language.  

5.1.2.1 (iii)Inter-Lexical- This sort of mixing takes place within the word. In this mixing 

syllables are used from another language. It is rare but it exists. 
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5.1.3 Code switching and code mixing together- 

When it comes to differentiate between code switching and code mixing there are variety of 

views. Few authors believe code mixing is synonymous code switching for intra-sentential 

existence [122]. For this analysis we consider  

1. Both Code switching and code mixing as a communicative technique used by bilinguals 

2. Code switching is basically inter-sentential and code mixing is intra-sentential 

communicative technique. 

3. Code switching is a phenomenon which takes place when there is a change in speech event 

within a same discourse. Hence it is selection of different languages within a particular topic or 

context. On the other hand, code mixing is a linguistic stylistic. It has social and psychological 

function. It involves mixing in a form which has social value.  

Code mixing and switching are completely different from borrowing. In borrowing the words of 

mixed language might be gone through phonological and semantic changes and they are 

completely adopted by the base language. On the other hand, code mixed words are not adopted 

part of base language.  

5.2 Reasons for Mixing and switching of codes in Adverts- 

There are so many reasons for mixing two different languages in a single conversation. Few 

important reasons are mentioned below- 
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5.2.1 Globalization-  

One of the major reasons why codes of English are mixed at every level in most of the adverts 

is the phenomenon of globalization. In political and academic discourse globalization compel us 

to use more and more English words [124]. This also effects the advertising conversations. Now 

advertisers believe that geographical and cultural borders do not matter and English Language 

serves as a global language [125]. A new coined term by Nerriere and Hon [126] Globish refers 

to the dissociation of English from its native place and its new status as an international 

language [125].  

few advertisers follow standard approach which is also known as global approach. In this same 

approach is used all over the world. In non-standard approach particular needs of the region is 

considered [127]. In non-standard approach few sections of advert from some language is used 

in making another language. This happens because of both: cost cutting and maintaining the 

status of newly produced advert. 

5.2.2 Status up-gradation- 

Another reason for using code mixing and code switching in adverts is up-gradation of image. It 

includes image of brand, image of advertiser and image of viewer also. It is because English is 

considered as global language and it is associated with the values like technological 

advancements, innovations, creativity, sophistication etc. [125]. 

This phenomenon also relates the users to particular social group membership in bilingual and 

multilingual communities. Few also describe the relationships between code switching- code 

mixing with class, exposure, ethnicity and some other social positions.  
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5.2.3 Lexical Gap- 

Foreign words also fill the gap of a language. When we do not have proper word to serve the 

purpose, we use words from other language and that is the reason why few researchers believe 

that borrowing and mixing are the same. 

For example - 

"Youngistan" 

This word is used in number of adverts made for pepsi. This word is made with the mixing of 

English and Hindi Suffixes and it is coined in this manner because we do not have any 

replacement for this word in either language. 

Code switching and mixing also needs to consider the stereotypes attached with the particular 

language. For example, as I mentioned that English is considered for sophistication [125] 

similarly French is considered for tradition and reliability [128]. To understand the stereotypes 

attached with the English Kachru [129] listed positive and negative associations with the 

language: 

Positive                                                                    Negative 

National identity                                                     Anti National 

Literary renaissance                                               Anti native culture 

Cultural mirror for native cultures                        Materialism 

Modernization                                                       Westernization 
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Liberalism                                                             Rootlessness 

Univesalism                                                          Ethocentricism 

Technology                                                           Permissiveness 

Science                                                                  Divisiveness 

Mobility                                                                Alienation 

5.3 Different approaches to switching and mixing of codes:  

There are number of constraints proposed by various researchers to discuss and limit the 

nonlinear switching and mixing. Most of them are based on Chomskyan's [130] generative 

grammar- 

(i) Free morpheme constraint: This constrain state that any sort of mixing or switching cannot 

occur in between bound morphemes 

(ii) Closed class constraint: It states that closed class items (Pronoun, preposition, conjunction, 

etc,) cannot be inserted in some other language. i.e. they cannot be switched or mixed. 

(iii) Matrix Language frame: This model distinguishes the role of participant language and the 

base language. 

(iv) The Equivalence constraint: As per this constraint code switching and mixing only occur 

when the two sentences (one before and one after) is not excluded in either language 
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(v) The functional head constraint: In this constraint code switching do not occur between a 

functional head (a complimentizer, a determiner, an inflection etc) and its compliment 

(sentence, noun phrase, verb phrase) 

None of these above-mentioned constraints are universally accepted. Studies have given number 

of counter examples to each constraint. We have also encounter number of examples in our 

study. 

5.3 1 Psychological and sociological linguistic frame of reference for code switching and 

code mixing-  

5.3 1.1 Weinreich [131] has given three types of bilingualism 

(i) Co-ordiante bilingualism- In this both the languages process separately.  Both of them have 

been acquired and stored separately by the learner. 

(ii) Compound bilingualism- Both the languages are acquired in the same context but stored 

separately with different tags from each language. 

(iii) Sub-ordinate bilingualism- One language is acquired first and then second language is 

interpreted through the stronger one. 

Ervin and Osgood [132] further worked on this model but they have given more emphasis to 

context and vocabulary. After this study researches on mixing and separating of language 

system is in the focus of bilingualism. 
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5.3.1.2 Language schema activation theory 

Set of features linked to specific language and people who speak that language, in an 

individual's mind, is known as language schema for that particular individual. It also includes 

topic to which the used language better suits, situation for the use of that language and the 

specific meaning being communicated with the use of that language to the listeners [133] 

If we implement this schema activation theory to Grosjean's terminology of majority (used by 

majority of people eg. English) and minority (used by comparatively less number of people) 

language, the majority language tend to be more related to positive features of language in 

comparison to minority language. Since the user is more familiar to the majority language and 

less to minority language therefore it results into positive majority language schema and 

negative minority language schema [134] 

5.3.1.3 Code switching direction effect- 

Luna & Peraccchio argued that minority to majority switching posses more persuasion over 

majority to minority messages and this phenomenon was termed by them as code switching 

direction effect [135]. They also explained that positive and negative schema activations are not 

entirely based on direction of switches.  

5.3.1.4 Markedness and salience- 

This model was given by Fiske and Taylor [136]. As per this model " an object or part of 

message is salient when it stands out from its immediate context, from the perceiver's prior 

experience or expectations, or from other foci of attention". Later on, Luna and Peracchio [135] 
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explained it in a manner that switched word becomes salient in respect to their meaning and that 

is why they fetch more attention of the readers. 

5.3.2 Language Structure frame of reference- 

Structural models are those models which depends on structure of involved languages. They can 

talk about both or any of the base and switched language. 

5.3.2.1 The matrix language frame (MLF) and embedded Language (EL) Model- 

This model was given by Myers and Scott [138]. According to this model a base language, 

which contains the major section of the written text, is known as Matrix Language Frame 

(MLF) and the switched or inserted language is known as Embedded language (EL). 

5.3.2.2The morpheme order principal 

This principal says that " The sequential order of the morphemes within a code-switched 

utterance must follow the order of matrix language instead of embedded language" [135]. This 

principal is applicable when both the involved matrix and embedded languages have difference 

in their word order patterns. For example, Hindi and English. 

5.3.2.3 Embedded Language Island Hypothesis- 

If a morpheme from a base language exist somewhere in between embedded language, then this 

type of switching is considered as incorrect. This switching is generally not found in Hindi- 

English switching and code mixing. 

5.4 Data analysis and findings- 

Analysis is divided into two sections- 
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5.4.1 Section One-  

This section aims to study the code mixing and code-switching aspect English in Hindi 

advertisements from a varied angle analyzed the data of commercials for a single type of 

product on individual basis and tried to find out the ratio of mixing. Second phase of section one 

is about ratio of grammatical units involved in mixing of these commercials.   

5.4.1.1 Research Questions and Hypothesis- 

The study is based on the following hypothetical traits:  

      H1: Establishing that the deviations in Hindi advertisements through English mixing and 

switching happen in high frequency. 

H2: English words are the highest unit of deviations amongst the total mixing and switching in 

Hindi Advertisements. 

H3: This study of the alternate use of two or more languages in advertising conversations is 

developed in two distinct but related directions:  

 

(i) Primarily in establishing the existence of deviations in between Hindi–English language 

codes for valuing Hindi advertisements. 

(ii) And secondly if the above question ends up with the positive response then what extent 

of such blending, what are its Inter-lexical, lexical and sentential units and is it in compatibility 

of learning English. 

5.4.1.2 Methodology- 

This includes data collection and research instrument. 
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5.4.1.2.1 Data collection-   

During the course of study for this qualitative and quantitative research we came across number 

of research papers analyzing the term and data from different angles. For instance, Elizabeth 

Martin [139] collected data from A single magazine “L’ Express” for the sake of analysis M. J. 

G. Vizcaino [140] worked on data from particular airline and analyzed the element of humor 

because of CS and CM. H. Mushtaq and T. Zahra [116] collected the data from three different 

channels between 8 to 9 PM for three days and end up with the analysis of personal views of 30 

individuals about CS and CM in these advertisements. M Santello [141] limits his data collected 

from 8 English Italian Bilinguals. Srima Nandi [142] dealt with 5 random advertisements from 

three different languages for analysis.                                    

The data for this analysis were largely drawn from all time cold drink advertisements made for 

television and their availability on internet especially on YouTube. For the purposes of this 

analysis, primarily I brought all the advertisements in written form for several reasons. First of 

all, it is easier to manipulate than audio and visual recordings. Secondly, it is a relatively easy to 

go back to some particular advertisement for certain reason. Thirdly, in the interest of providing 

as detailed an analysis as possible, it seemed more beneficial to focus on code-mixing and code 

switching in written material, an area often ignored in research. Indeed, the structural flexibility 

of the code-mixed slogans found in advertising makes it extremely interesting from a linguistic 

point of view.  

5.4.1.2.2 Research instruments-  

A coding table was created to systematically input the English units and nativized English 

words found in Indian Hindi cold drink advertisements. The number and frequency of each unit 

were counted for further analysis. 
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5.4.1.3 Data analysis- 

Having obtained a sufficient number of commercials, the entire list of ads was screened and 

rearranged to systematize the commercials for analysis. To observe the most recent and ancient 

trend of English code-mixing and code-switching in the commercials and to limit the area of 

research with maximum possible results only Hindi advertisements where chosen out of number 

of Indian languages. Our focus was placed on Hindi commercials composed from the very 

much beginning of the Hindi Television commercials to the present available cold drink 

commercials that have English codes.  

Every English item present at one place in the data was taken as one of the mixed units and for 

the sake of analysis process it was treated as one single unit. Here it is notable that though 

linguistically code mixing and code switching are two related but different terms, still we are 

not taking them separately for our analysis and they both are counted in same group. The study 

is based on all time cold drink audio- video advertisements, with a concentration on the written 

form of these commercials. Both English code-mixing and code-switching units inserted in the 

commercials were analyzed to examine the linguistic sphere of Hindi speaking audience with 

the study of frequency of English codes. 
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Sl. 

No. 

Brands 

No. of ads 

analyzed 

Pure 

ads 

Mixed 

ads 

Sentential Phrasal 

Lexical 

(words) 

Inter 

Lexical 

1 FRUTI 5 NA 5 55 2 6 0 

2 7 UP 14 NA 14 21 13 43 0 

3 MIRINDA 7 1H 6 23 20 33 0 

4 

MOUNTAIN 

DEW 

5 1H 4 5 1 8 0 

5 SLICE 5 2H 3 3 2 1 0 

6 MAAZA 9 NA 9 3 5 37 0 

7 FANTA 11 1H 10 25 10 29 14 

8 LIMCA 9 1E+1H 7 20 13 28 6 

9 SPRITE 11 NA 11 22 3 49 0 

10 COCA COLA 21 1H 20 25 20 117 3 

11 THUMPS UP 17 1E 16 42 8 18 2 

12 PEPSI 18 NA 18 122 15 83 18 

 Total   132 9 123 366 112 452 43 

 

Table 5.1. Frequency of Pure and code-mixed Indian advertisements with all its 

grammatical units 

The analysis began with counting pure English, pure Hindi and Hindi-English mixed 

advertisements followed by analysis of the Inter-lexical, Lexical, phrasal and sentential 

classification of codes of English language when used in the discourse of these Hindi 

commercials. 
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 We have given the term of inter- lexical mixing to those items where mixing is within the word 

i.e. few syllables are of Hindi and few are of English. Lexical codes are those where there is 

code mixing of only one lexical item or word. For our analysis we have counted phrasal items 

for those units where more than one English word is used but not reaching to the status of a 

sentence and sentential codes are those units where a complete English sentence is inserted. 

Proper nouns are not listed in any particular language. They are counted within their discourse 

language. 

All the English items in the commercials were listed and classified. They were then put into the 

data table and manually counted. The data was concluded and reported in the table to present 

the number of English elements and the frequency of usage. Explanation and examples were 

provided to illustrate the usage of English codes in these advertisements. 

This analysis of the data is done in two parts: Prologue and Epilogue. In the prologue section we 

will analyze the data for the ratio of pure and code-mixed advertisements, different types of 

units and various grammatical categories with their ratio within these units. 

In the epilogue section of our research we will study the analyzed data in relation to the 

persuasion technique involved in these advertisements. 

 As we know that persuading someone is performing an act using some form of communication, 

usually language [143] and in advertising persuasion is one of the most prominent elements 

[144] therefore lastly we will examine this data as a tool of persuasion in the practice of code 

switching in advertisements.  
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5.4.1.4.  Research Findings- 

The analysis of the data showed that 973 English units are employed in the 123 Hindi cold drink 

advertisements. However, the numbers of analyzed advertisements are 132 out of which 2 were 

purely English and 7 were purely Hindi advertisements. 

 

5.4.1.4 (i) Frequency of Pure and code-mixed Indian advertisements - 

Type of Advertisement Number Percentage 

Pure English 2 1.51515152 

Pure Hindi 7 5.3030303 

Mixed 123 93.1818182 

Total 132 100 

 

Table 5.2. Frequency of Pure and code-mixed Indian advertisements - 
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Chart 5.1 

 

While analyzing the level of English code mixing in sample data we have found that out of 132 

commercials 123 (93.18%) are having code mixing in their construction and out of rest nine 2 

(1.51%) are pure English adds and 7 (5.30%) are pure Hindi. Few examples, out of analyzed 

data, for the English insertions in Hindi advertisements might be useful to illustrate these 

mixings. 

Advertisement No.5 from Limca 

(A) State team ka youngest 12th man hun boss 

            (Sir I am youngest 12th man of state team) 

2%

5%

93%

Frequency Percentage of Pure & Mixed Indian Advertisements 
(Table 2)

Pure English Pure Hindi Mixed
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(B) Are kancho ki practice kaam mein lao 

(hey! utilize the practice of marbles) 

 

Pic 5.1 

5.4.1.4 (ii) Frequency of English units used in Indian advertisements- 

Types of English Units Number of Mixed Units Percentage 

Inter-lexical units 43 4 

Words 452 46 

Phrases 112 12 

Sentences 366 38 

Total 973 100 

 

Table 5. 3.  Frequency of English units used in Indian advertisements- 
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Chart 5.2 

When analyzing the level of mixing, it is as expected that English code-mixing outnumbered 

code-switching. Code-mixing was composed of 112 phrases (12%), 452 (46%) and 43 Inter 

lexical units (4%), whereas code-switching had 366 sentences (38%). For the sake of 

understanding, certain examples from the English inserted units are as follows: 

(A) Advertisement No. 21 of Coca cola for Sentential insertion 

(Hey! you return) 

(B) Advertisement No.6 of Pepsi for Phrasal insertion  

(Sweet boys na)  

Aren’t they sweet boys? 

(C) Advertisement No.6 of Sprite for Lexical insertion 

Aap log fantastic the ab agle hfte milenge 

(You people were fantastic. Now we will meet in the next week) 

(D) Advertisement No.10 of Pepsi for Interlexical insertion 

Inter-lexical units
4%

Words
46%

Phrases
12%

Sentences
38%

Frequency Percentage of English Units in Indian Adertisements 
(Table3)
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 Ye hai Youngistaan meri jaan 

(My darling this is youngistaan) 

 

Pic 5.2 

5.4.1.4 (iii) Classification and Frequency of English sentences used in these advertisements- 

Type of sentences Number Percentage 

Simple 278 77 

Compound 35 10 

Complex 48 13 

Total 366 100 

Table 5.4. Classification and Frequency of English sentence classes used in these 

advertisements 
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Chart 5.3 

Three types of English sentences, namely, simple sentences, compound sentences and complex 

sentences are employed in analyzed ads of Hindi cold drinks 415 sentences sharing 40.6% of all 

English units. It is necessary to note that certain English sentences were used in ungrammatical 

structures. Simple sentences recorded the highest number with 330 units (79.51%), followed by 

complex sentences with 50 units (12.04%) and compound sentences with 35 units (8.43%) 

respectively. Examples of English sentences mixed into these commercials are shown as 

follows: 

(A) Advertisement No.13 of Pepsi for Complex sentence insertion 

        And that’s gona be a big one 

(B) Advertisement No.8 of Pepsi for Compound sentence insertion  

        Receiving loud and clear 

Simple
77%

Compound
10%

Complex
13%

Classification and Frequency Percentage of English Sentence 
classes Used in these Advertisements (Table 4)
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(C) Advertisement No.8 of Pepsi for Compound sentence insertion 

I am so sorry 

5.4.1.4 (iv) Classification and Frequency of English phrase classes used in these 

advertisements- 

Type of Phrase Number Percentage 

Noun 27 24.1071429 

Verb 10 8.92857143 

Adjective 15 13.3928571 

Adverb 60 53.5714286 

Total 112 100 

Table 5.5 Classification and Frequency of English phrase classes used in these advertisements

 

Chart 5.4 

There were 112 English phrases, sharing 10.9% of total English codes, found in the sampled 

lyrics of the commercials. Of the four types of phrases, adverb phrases had the highest number 

24%

9%

13%

54%

Classification and Frequency  Percentage of English phrase 
classes used in these Advertisements (Table 5)

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb
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with 60 units (53.57%), followed by noun phrases with 27 units (24.10%), adjective phrases 

with 15units (13.39%) and verb phrases with 10 units (8.92%). Examples of English phrases 

mixed into the commercial lyrics are shown as follows: 

(A) Advertisement No.3 of Thumps Up for Adverb Phrase insertion  

               Kyun ab dil maange no more 

               What happened? Now heart is demanding no more. 

(B) Advertisement No.4 of Pepsi for Adjective Phrase insertion  

              Rest of the world to ghr gaya 

             Rest of the word has gone to home 

(C) Advertisement No.12 of CocaCola for Verb Phrase insertion  

               Window shopping kr raha hun 

(D) Advertisement No.3 of Pepsi for Noun Phrase insertion  

               Wo kya hai na mera style to you know 

               Actually you know my Style na 

 

Pic 5.3 

5.4.1.4(v) Classification and Frequency of English word classes used in these 

advertisements- 
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Type of Words Number Percentage 

Noun 258 57.07964602 

Pronoun 23 5.088495575 

Verb 48 10.61946903 

Adjective 73 16.15044248 

Adverb 32 7.079646018 

Preposition 4 0.884955752 

Conjunction 7 1.548672566 

Exclamation 7 1.548672566 

Total 452 100 

Table 5.6. Classification and Frequency of English word classes used in these advertisements 

 

 

Chart 5.5 
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Considering the code-mixing at the level of word, the obtained results show 452 words sharing 

44.22% of all English codes, with nouns being the most popular English units used in lyrics of 

Hindi cold drink advertisements, having 258 units (57.07%). Following this, 73 adjectives 

(16.15%) were identified, and verbs were found at a total of 48 units (10.61%). In addition to 

the top three-word classes, there were 32 adverbs (7.07%), 23 pronouns (5.08%). Rest three 

prepositions conjunctions and exclamations are found only in single digits and they are 4 (0.88), 

7 (1.54), 7 (1.54) respectively. Examples of English words mixed into these advertisement 

lyrics are illustrated as follows: 

(A) Advertisement No. 6 of 7up for noun insertion 

                                Aaj ke baad sirf Hmari life badle hum nahi 

                               (From today onwards only our life changes not us) 

(B) Advertisement No. 4 of Maaza for pronoun insertion  

                               Pr aam to hr mausam mile hai baby 

                              (But baby we can get mangoes in all the seasons) 

 

Pic 5.4 
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(C) Advertisement No. 3 of Sprite Verb insertion  

                             Kuch to inko sikhana hoga ho jaye sb clear   

                             (Something we have to teach them so that everything will be clear) 

(D) Advertisement No. 1 of Fanta for Adjective insertion  

              Orangy bulbule jo muh mein bhare 

(Who is having his mouth filled with orangy bubbles) 

(E) Advertisement No. 6 of Sprite for Adverb insertion  

Guldaste si dikhti thi wo lagti thi garden 

(Looking like a bouquet and feels like a garden) 

(F) Advertisement No. 10 of 7 Up for Preposition insertion  

                            Dil bole up, I feel up 

                            Heart says up, I feel up 

 

Pic 5.5 
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(G) Advertisement No.3 of Thumps Up for Conjunction insertion  

Uske haath mein…..hai so use mithi cheese pasand hai 

……. Is in his hands so we can conclude the he loves sweet things 

(H) Advertisement No.3 of Pepsi for Interjection insertion 

Hey wo dekh wahi 

Hey see one and the same 

5.4.1.4 (vi) Classification and Frequency of syllables in inter-lexical units used in these 

advertisements- 

Type of Syllable in Inter-Lexical Units Number Percentage 

First Syllable 31 72.09302326 

Last Syllable 12 27.90697674 

Total 43 100 

Table 5.7. Classification and Frequency of syllables in inter-lexical units  

 

Chart 5.6 

First Syllable
72%

Last Syllable
28%

Classification and Frequency Percentage of syllables in inter-lexical 
units used in these advertisements (Table 7)
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Studying the code mixing at the inter-lexical level two types of units were found- Inter-lexical 

mixing for the first syllable- which contains 31 units (72.09%) out of the total 43 units and 

mixing at the place of last syllable for 12 units (27.9).  

(A) Advertisement No.10 of Pepsi for First syllable insertion 

            Hum sb hai youngistaan 

            We all are youngistaan 

(B) Advertisement No.3 of Thumps Up for Last syllable insertion 

             I don’t take bachchas 

            I don’t select kids 

 The data collected through the advertisements from different websites (YouTube, Google 

search etc) showed that out 132 advertisements 123 are having mixed codes of representation. 

Approximately 93.18% advertisements are using code-mixing in them and it was analyzed that 

code-mixing is prevalent in advertisements to a great extent. Similarly, the result of the 

questionnaire-based survey showed that code-mixing leaves a very strong impact on the viewers 

as it helps the viewers to memorize the commercials easily and serves the purpose of effective 

communication.  

The impact of code-mixing in advertisements on the younger generation is quite significant, as 

shown through the survey taken from the students of undergraduate studies. During the research 

it was also noted that majority of the students believed that code-mixing is a very useful tool for 

making language more effective and it is right to use any language other than Hindi in 

commercials since it attracts the viewers’ attention.  
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As the influence of English language in India is growing to a great extent, code-mixing is being 

accepted by the general public as a normal aspect of linguistic communication. It is being used 

very frequently and has become a part of the routine discourse.  

5.4.2 Section Two- 

In this section we have set of 10 questions related to code switching and code mixing in Indian 

adverts, their establishment and reasons behind their frequent use. This survey was conducted 

with the help of 150 respondents.  

5.4.2.1 Research Questions- 

i) How the youngsters of India perceive code- switching and code mixing as a part of Indian 

adverts 

ii) What are the effects of code switched and code-mixed adverts on the youngsters of India 

5.4.2 .2 Research Instrument and data collection-  

Questionnaire is the main research instrument for this data collection. In this questionnaire there 

is set of 10 questions.  

 

5.4.2.3 Population of study- 

The respondents for this analysis were students from different age group (under graduation and 

post-graduation), different social background (rural-urban, from different states of the country) 

and different genders (male and female) as and when available. Before starting the survey, the 

respondents were informed about code switching and code-mixing terminologies and few 

examples from advertising.  
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5.4.2 .4 Data analysis- 

Sl. 

No. 
Questions 

Strongly 

agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

disagree 

1. Code mixing and code 

switching makes the adverts 

catchy 

31 58 36 11 14 

2. The viewer prefer code- mixed 

adverts to monolingual adverts 

because of prestige factor 

50 28 19 20 33 

3. Code mixed adverts can be 

easily memorized by viewers 
35 40 18 23 14 

4. Code mixed adverts gain 

popularity quickly 
57 21 21 18 33 

5. Code mixed rhyming words 

have a pleasing effect on you 
38 31 23 27 31 

6. Code mixed adverts provide a 

sense of modernity 
51 26 17 33 23 

7. Code mixed adverts make you 

feel foreign 
36 32 19 24 39 

8. Code mixed adverts have an 

appealing effect on people of 

every age and gender 

50 29 22 15 34 

9. Code mixed adverts leave a 

long-term effect on the minds of 

viewers 

62 24 16 20 28 

10. Code mixed adverts have a 

stronger impact on people 

belonging to every class of 

society 

26 32 37 23 32 

Table 5.8 Questionnaire and responses 
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5.4.2.5 Discussion and findings- 

Analysis of the data clearly proves that the presence of code switching and code mixing in 

adverts is well noted and marked by the viewers. English mixing in Hindi adverts are powerful 

tool in spite of the fact that we have Hindi alternatives for the used English words. 

To analyze and discuss the findings of the data, we consider first two criteria (strongly agree 

and agree) of the scale as agree and last two (disagree and strongly disagree) as disagree. Then 

we have converted them into percentage. Findings for the questionnaire are as follows- 

5.4.2.5 (i) 59.3% respondents believe that code switching and code mixing makes the adverts 

catchy. This denotes that this high percentage of students think that code mixing in adverts 

make them more special and attractive in comparison to monolingual adverts. Therefore, they 

catch the attention immediately. 

 

Chart 5.7 
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5.4.2.5 (ii) 52% respondents believe that the most of the viewers prefer code mixed adverts in 

comparison to monolingual adverts because of prestige factor. This shows that code mixed 

adverts are always different and provides newness to the viewers. In turn viewers also 

memorize these mixed codes and use them in their conversation to enhance their prestige.  

 

 

Chart 5.8 
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5.4.2.5 (iii) 50% respondents agreed that it is easy to memorize code mixed adverts by the 

viewers. This also means that code means adverts are uncommon and unconventional and this is 

why they are able to capture mind of viewers. This results to easy memorization of adverts. 

 

 

Chart 5.9 
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5.4.2.5 (iv) 52% respondents said yes to the question that do these adverts gain popularity 

quickly. Such huge number of responses in favor shows that code mixing in adverts make them 

famous quickly because they carry variation in their expressions from monolingual adverts. 

 

 

Chart 5.10 
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5.4.2.5 (v) 46% responses were in favor that code mixing gives adverts a pleasing effect. 

Respondents agreed that rhyming because of code mixing amuse them and leaves a positive 

impact over them. On the other hand, 15.3% were neutral and 38.6% were disagree with the 

statement. 

 

Chart 5.11 
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5.4.2.5 (vi) 51.3% of respondents believe that code mixing is a symbol of modernity. They also 

believe that in comparison to monolingual adverts code mixed adverts are precise and trendy. 

These adverts provide sense of newness and advancement.  

 

 

Chart 5.12 
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5.4.2.5 (vii) 45.3% respondents think that code mixed adverts make them feel foreign because 

of insertion of English words in Hindi adverts. This gives the viewers feel of non- native instead 

of local. Though this percentage is less than 50 percent but in comparison to not agreed (42%) 

and neutral (12.6%) this is quite high.  

 

 

Chart 5.13 
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5.4.2.5 (viii) 52.6% respondents think that code mixed adverts attract viewers of every age and 

gender. This indicates that there is no age or gender boundary to observe code mixed adverts. 

They are being marked and liked by the people of every age group. 

 

 Chart 5.14 
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5.4.2.5 (ix) 57.3% responses were in favor that code mixed adverts leave a long-term effect on 

the mind of viewers. Again, this shows that code mixed adverts have long lasting effect and 

viewers don't forget them easily. 

 

 Chart 5.15 
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5.4.2.5 (x) Only 38.6% believe that these code-mixed adverts have their strong impact over 

people from every class and society. However, the percentage in favor is only 38.6 but still 

majority is in favor that this impacts each and every class of society (24.6% neutral and 36.6% 

disagree). 

 

 

Chart 5.16 
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5.5 Conclusion 

In order to ‘belong’ in the global scenario and in the global community, India’s advertising 

industry is far ahead of its times to attain a distinctive identity of its own. This global identity 

and the need to belong and be at the level of other developed countries, India has been working 

hard to attain recognition at the international level [145]. Code mixing is mainly found in most 

of the Hindi advertisements, it occurs when the advertisers use both languages together, its term 

refers to all cases about lexical and grammatical features, and it is an act of switching 

languages. It clearly explains to us that both of them (advertisers and viewers) are aware with 

both the languages.  They have their own reasons about why and when they use code mixing.  

So, there are following points that can be concluded from the data found:  

(1) The advertisers use code mixing because they want viewers to develop themselves by 

mastering English language. English has become one of international language that is always 

used for communication among people from different countries, and so many also use it for 

business. They want to give example to people, especially their viewers that English can be fun, 

and everyone can speak English. This reason is in line with research findings that social media 

can lead to change in social and personal lifestyle both academically and off academic  

(2) The advertisers use code mixing because it has been a habit for them and viewers both to use 

Hinglish (Hindi-English mixed) instead of pure English or pure Hindi. The habit is because they 

grow up with family and friends who speaks English or they went to international school and 

college. Because of this habit, they find difficulty when they have  to  speak  completely  in  

Hindi language so they decide to speak it out in English as and when needed. 
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(3) The use of code switching and code mixing in the world of advertising is very common and 

attraction could be another reason for this. Because some advertisers use this to motivate their 

viewers to understand and use English language as it upgrades their social status.  
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Conclusion 

Advertisements have been all around us for quite some time, habituating us with their presence 

and persuasion. World has been witnessed to the changes inducted in form and frame of 

advertisements through the versatile decades. The script of advertisements have also seen a 

change in this course of development advertisements. The work in thesis was envisioned to 

conduct an audit of Indian television advertisements seeking the communicative role which the 

script plays in making of television commercials in India. The study was based in the hypothesis 

that- Advertisements are perceived as more culturally aware and culturally sensitive and that the 

Verbal and non-verbal elements of advertisements determines and influences the behavioral 

pattern of the viewers. In order to achieve the aim, the study was set with the help of dedicated 

parts in form of four chapters. 

At the onset, in the second chapter of the work an audit was attempted at realizing the 

communicative construct of Indian television commercials. In order to understand the meaning 

that the advertisements create through Non-verbal means and other factors comprising of: 

• appearance of the character 

• communication used in the advertisement 

• implementation of communication theories and 

• script and its different elements 

• Attempt to understand and critically evaluate the script and its various parts was made. 
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It was found that: ‘Characters’ help to recognize the product and the brand. Advertising 

characters extremely memorable and they are developed icons for the viewers. Viewers use to 

identify themselves character's appearance, personality or values. 

Much like a good book or movie in adverts also, a character must be interesting to grab 

customer attention. It must be unexpected, different, have enough personality, strong 

expressions, and quirky behavior. Out-of-the-ordinary and engaging character will attract 

attention because they break stereotypes and stand out of the crowd in terms of their looks 

according to their age, their hair style, their body etc. 

Character pays a major role in any advert but the real genius comes in reflecting those interests 

back to people through imagery, tone, background and design, which is part of script. Properly 

scripted advertisements are recalled Wellas compared to the inappropriately scripted 

advertisements. This suggests script analysis might be a worthwhile approach to examining 

advertising effectiveness.  

The advertisements were found to be in compliance to communication theories. They justify the 

process of these theories propound. 

The results of the pilot study suggest that the memorability of key points in an advertisement 

can be enhanced by presenting the points as interruptions to scripts. The absence of positive 

results for the attitude and behavioral intention measures indicates the need for further research 

on this aspect of scripts, but the script concept still offers much potential for researchers seeking 

to understand and improve the effectiveness of marketing communications. 
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The third chapter of the thesis is projected for content analysis of Indian television commercials 

and the distinctiveness which is required in order to make them more persuasive and attractive. 

The variables considered for this content analysis are those developed by Stewart and Furse 

(1986); which are popular among various advertising agencies. It found that: In general, most of 

the advertisers utilize pure Hindi then Hinglish and very rare pure English, as their 

communicative language. 

The content analysis of advertisements was done to notice all its verbal and nonverbal elements 

very minutely. The results obtained on the basis of the critical analysis are follows: 

• In general, most of the advertisers utilize pure Hindi then Hinglish and very rare pure 

English, as their communicative language. 

• Scenic beauty, beautiful characters, visual memory devices, memorable rhymes and 

slogans, Music and spoken taglines are few of the advertising variables used by the 

script writers and advertisers very frequently. 

• Ugly characters, Graphic display, Surrealistic visuals, Visual taglines, substantive 

supers, dancing and unusual sound effects were less utilized by the advertisers this can 

be also understood as these elements are generally skipped by advertisers. 

• Comfort safety and welfare appeals are not very common elements in Indian adverts. 

• Primarily relaxed and then humorous tone is prominent feature of Indian advertisements. 

Hard sell, cute and traditional are not that common. 

• Presentation of psychological benefits is not a common factor of Indian adverts. 

In chapter four we aim out to understand the construction of meaning creation and its impact on 

viewers. In the advertisements with the analysis of- Pragmatic, Semantic and Semiotics Issues 

in the ‘Script’. Meaning is notoriously vague and can be dealt in number of ways (Leech, 1981). 
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The semantics is that of “carefully” building, putting up or arranging idea to make a meaning or 

has a desired image. This takes us to the conclusion that semantics involves construction of a 

particular image about the said or viewed thing, done by an individual to suit his views, 

thoughts, desires, fantasies and needs at a particular point of time. 

This chapter further examines the nature of the discourse of advertising. The focus is on Indian 

television adverts, which is directed towards the promotion of some product or service to the 

general public. The study, however, is not meant to exhaust all the aspects of this 

particular discourse or present an answer to all the problems it poses. Rather, it aims at 

uncovering the basic elements of the most pervasive, influential and inescapable discourse of 

the 21st century, the advertising text. It focuses on the interaction of language, image and 

layout, and examines advertising persuasive strategies and its effects. In doing so, it draws on 

various linguistic (particularly pragmatic, semantic and semiotic) theories. 

First phase the analysis is made to understand meaning of adverts. Two different sections are as 

follows: 

• Primarily to explore the semantic and pragmatic meaning of adverts and 

• Secondly to explore the semiotic meaning of Hindi adverts. 

Second is about understanding the impact of advertising discourse upon the viewers. Two 

sections of the analysis are: 

• Direct analysis for impact of advertising discourse for recent Hindi advertisements and 

Impact of   advertising discourse for recent Vs Old advertisements in respect to rural and urban 

interface 
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Summing up the analysis it can be said that visual representations of Tv commercials bring us 

close to the real society. These commercials are very much rich in their semantic and semiotic 

representations. Language plays a vital role in constructing and understanding these realities of 

the society. Both the aspects of language i.e. verbal and non-verbal along with all additional 

elements of adverts in a form of message as a whole, speaks a lot about society. They relate us 

to the existing and desired changes in societal norms. With the help of this study my effort was 

to discuss the involvement of constructionist theory of representation in understanding the 

delivered messages with their other under carpet messages. It has been fairly discussed and 

well-established fact that number of associated messages are coupled with the main content 

with the help of involved elements, which finally results in number of varied readings for a 

single representation. 

However, on the other hand we can generalize that all the involved forms of communication 

converge in a brooding of cultural norms followed or denied in any society at a particular period 

of time. Finally we can say that implication of this paper is qualitative analysis of the said topic 

which windup with the result human being derive meaning from all the utilized elements (signs, 

symbols, colors, background, language, music etc.) ,without any exception of  age, gender and 

society. Though these differences in age, gender and society may affect their way of 

perseverance. Objects and human beings vary in their meaning depending on the context and 

culture and if the seen object or language is not seen before then this works as a barrier for 

effective communication. The communication process will be blocked and no effective 

communication can take place. 

While commenting upon the impact that the advertisements made upon the viewers. The section 

is divided into two sub-categories of analysis: 
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• First- Impact of advertising discourse on its viewers 

• Second- Impact of advertising discourse considering old Vs new adverts with respect to 

cultural background of the viewers (urban and rural). 

It was found that the results indicate that the role of woman in television advertising has 

changed over the decades. Although, woman in India, are portrayed as traditional and stereo 

typical over the decades, there is a difference in product categories advertised by them. 

Advertisers in the decade 2010 are willing to portray woman in male dominated advertisements 

as compared to advertisers of 1990s.Transgression in commercials of any language so is the 

case with Hindi commercials as well. 

Analysis of the data in the second section of the paper clearly proves that the changes in adverts 

is well noted and marked by the viewers. New adverts are more in focus and noticed by the 

viewers in spite of the fact that we have good number of viewers who are more in favor of old 

adverts. If we separately talk about data of urban and rural viewers, most of the urban 

respondents are in favor of new advertising methods. They enjoy these presentations, they 

accept that these adverts are effecting them in number of ways. On the other hand, Rural 

respondents are comparatively less in favor. It may be because they are not much exposed to the 

new cultures shown in the new adverts. 

In chapter five of the thesis analysis on code switching and code mixing in television 

commercials with the perspective of their frequency in both monolingual and bilingual 

communities and different reasons for employing these method in making of adverts along with 

their effect on viewers psychological and behavioral patterns.  The following points were 

concluded from the data analysis:  
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(1) The advertisers use code mixing because they want viewers to develop themselves by 

mastering English language. English has become one of international language that is always 

used for communication among people from different countries, and so many also use it for 

business. They want to give example to people, especially their viewers that English can be fun 

and everyone can speak English. This reason is in line with research findings that social media 

can lead to change in social and personal lifestyle both academically and off academic. 

(2) The advertisers use code mixing because it has been a habit for them and viewers both to use 

Hinglish (Hindi-English mixed) instead of pure English or pure Hindi. The habit is because they 

grow up with family and friends who speaks English or they went to international school and 

college. Because of this habit, they find difficulty when they have to speak completely in Hindi 

language, so they decide to speak it out in English as and when needed. 

(3) The use of code switching and code mixing in the world of advertising is very common and 

attraction could be another reason for this. Because some advertisers use this to motivate their 

viewers to understand and use English language as it upgrades their social status. 

The overall study as designed in the various chapter and as discussed above illustrates that the 

script of Indian television commercials is a meticulous effort which is tailored and made to suite 

the emotional, cultural and semantic needs of the audiences. The role of women and their 

depiction has taken overhaul over the decades which has been well received by the audiences. 

Code switching and code-mixing help to create the bilingual connect with the audiences which 

is the need of the present day world communication. Communication theories and their 

applications are laid threadbare all thorough script construction. Meaning creation with the 

advertisements is the essence of the entire communication effort. Scenic beauty, beautiful 
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characters, visual memory devices, memorable rhymes and slogans, Music and spoken taglines 

are few of the advertising variables used by the script writers and advertisers very frequently. 

Ugly characters, Graphic display, Surrealistic visuals, Visual taglines, substantive supers, 

dancing and unusual sound effects were less utilized by the advertisers this can be also 

understood as these elements are generally skipped by advertisers. Lastly the respondents have 

largely accepted and conceded to the fact that advertisements are an effective method to employ 

persuasion and they largely give in to the meaning creation and vivid characterization with the 

support of memory impacting factors which are the important part of every successful script. 
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Appendix  

Advertisements analyzed in chapter 5 

Pepsi 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riwOAtmMhZY 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aptaw0QgcsA 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yz1l85pBxn4 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_0DXopo6LQ 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOxk6pZR7iM 

6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hsufiso4mLo 

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDqDZleHjm8 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_kBbImdA98 

9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9sWPcKoVlk 

10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-p4lc0SB_0 

11. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CLq320UKA0 

12. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkbSwH8OQOo 

13. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9BA8UbqddE 

14. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x1axfg0_oh-yes-abhi-pepsi-ad-by-ranbir-kapoor-

india-tv-commercial_lifestyle 

Thumps up 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOauKtI9DIo 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhF7zCFNQd4 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXCgtDTX1Fk 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvc_5NnFoos 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iiddj7Zg-84 

6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR6OHrp1d_8 

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HOsYThzR08 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=16&v=_gNRHrsKejQ 

9. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xzrtkz_thumbs-up-ad-akshay-kumar_shortfilms 

10. https://vimeo.com/6311514 

11. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VpZHXubZ-Qv 

12. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pu0srzt9xgU 

13. http://article.wn.com/view/2012/10/08/Salman_Khan_to_endorse_Thums_Up/ 

14. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jb0vRzkvd0w 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=riwOAtmMhZY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aptaw0QgcsA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yz1l85pBxn4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_0DXopo6LQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sOxk6pZR7iM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hsufiso4mLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDqDZleHjm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_kBbImdA98
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i9sWPcKoVlk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-p4lc0SB_0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CLq320UKA0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QkbSwH8OQOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a9BA8UbqddE
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x1axfg0_oh-yes-abhi-pepsi-ad-by-ranbir-kapoor-india-tv-commercial_lifestyle
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x1axfg0_oh-yes-abhi-pepsi-ad-by-ranbir-kapoor-india-tv-commercial_lifestyle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XOauKtI9DIo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhF7zCFNQd4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aXCgtDTX1Fk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvc_5NnFoos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iiddj7Zg-84
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nR6OHrp1d_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HOsYThzR08
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=16&v=_gNRHrsKejQ
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xzrtkz_thumbs-up-ad-akshay-kumar_shortfilms
https://vimeo.com/6311514
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6VpZHXubZ-Qv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pu0srzt9xgU
http://article.wn.com/view/2012/10/08/Salman_Khan_to_endorse_Thums_Up/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jb0vRzkvd0w
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15. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcbigW4e3aw&feature=PlayList&p=5B6B6417CC

53F458&index=2 

Coca cola 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQ3uhnByS1k 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2muWKtHCnc 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5i--HJKINq4 

4. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d717_aamir-khan-coke-vendor-coca-cola-

co_people 

5. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d77p_aamir-khan-farmer-coca-cola-

commerc_people  

6. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d77c_aamir-khan-japanese-tourist-coca-

co_people 

7. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d76f_aamir-khan-manno-bhabhi-coca-cola-

c_people 

8. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d754_aamir-khan-coca-cola-commercial_people 

9. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d706_aamir-khan-train-stewart-coca-cola_people 

10. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d74n_aamir-khan-aishwarya-rai-coca-cola_people 

11. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe2czc_aishwarya-rai-bachchan-viveik-

obero_shortfilms 

12. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe2cy5_coca-cola-thanda-aish-cash-

aishwary_shortfilms 

13. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqasqRdO7dc 

14. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIoG_KKv8Uw 

15. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQK0yfVXO_k 

16. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yO4-Oh-JP4 

17. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Peeq2D674gU- 

18. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpWbKJUJo6o-  

19. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHbCL__KKw4 

20. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2jq7p7 

21. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2nBBMbjS8w 

22. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAb7RXV3WBc 

23. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x99ug9_aamir-khan-s-latest-coca-cola-ad_shortfilms 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aQ3uhnByS1k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2muWKtHCnc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5i--HJKINq4
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d717_aamir-khan-coke-vendor-coca-cola-co_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d717_aamir-khan-coke-vendor-coca-cola-co_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d77p_aamir-khan-farmer-coca-cola-commerc_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d77p_aamir-khan-farmer-coca-cola-commerc_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d77c_aamir-khan-japanese-tourist-coca-co_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d77c_aamir-khan-japanese-tourist-coca-co_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d76f_aamir-khan-manno-bhabhi-coca-cola-c_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d76f_aamir-khan-manno-bhabhi-coca-cola-c_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d754_aamir-khan-coca-cola-commercial_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d706_aamir-khan-train-stewart-coca-cola_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2d74n_aamir-khan-aishwarya-rai-coca-cola_people
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe2czc_aishwarya-rai-bachchan-viveik-obero_shortfilms
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe2czc_aishwarya-rai-bachchan-viveik-obero_shortfilms
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe2cy5_coca-cola-thanda-aish-cash-aishwary_shortfilms
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/xe2cy5_coca-cola-thanda-aish-cash-aishwary_shortfilms
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqasqRdO7dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MIoG_KKv8Uw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQK0yfVXO_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yO4-Oh-JP4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Peeq2D674gU-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpWbKJUJo6o-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHbCL__KKw4
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2jq7p7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S2nBBMbjS8w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jAb7RXV3WBc
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x99ug9_aamir-khan-s-latest-coca-cola-ad_shortfilms
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24. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2bb460_imran-khan-kalki-koechlin-coca-cola-new-

commercial_fun 

Mixed 

http://www.coca-colaindia.com/press-center/av-center/ 

Sprite-  

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCmdR-C2ewI 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2pijwH2hnQ 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDFX8I8Iogw 

4. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2bc9md_sprite-s-new-tv-ad-features-meesha-shafi-

and-adeel-hussain_tv 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gk4CRGLHH64 

6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WYpjwnKzW4 

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCHriJDTzDw 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgJqoLLhocY 

9. http://video.bt.rs/watch/Vf8yojsV6j0 

10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4McjsQ_OAgI 

11. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVcU8bzDwLs 

Limca 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgT7ueACtxw 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHAuyX2SMxQ 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2DZN3NWefA 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWiLnNqvTVo 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DXGGB5JF9s 

6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eKmL9s-Lio 

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKfdn8ZpWkI 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrwG5jvMeFk 

9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=10&v=dR8ZHqFlrm8 

10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBrCm-81Wdo 

 

http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2bb460_imran-khan-kalki-koechlin-coca-cola-new-commercial_fun
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2bb460_imran-khan-kalki-koechlin-coca-cola-new-commercial_fun
http://www.coca-colaindia.com/press-center/av-center/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gCmdR-C2ewI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2pijwH2hnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DDFX8I8Iogw
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2bc9md_sprite-s-new-tv-ad-features-meesha-shafi-and-adeel-hussain_tv
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x2bc9md_sprite-s-new-tv-ad-features-meesha-shafi-and-adeel-hussain_tv
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gk4CRGLHH64
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2WYpjwnKzW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCHriJDTzDw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgJqoLLhocY
http://video.bt.rs/watch/Vf8yojsV6j0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4McjsQ_OAgI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XVcU8bzDwLs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgT7ueACtxw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHAuyX2SMxQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w2DZN3NWefA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWiLnNqvTVo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6DXGGB5JF9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eKmL9s-Lio
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKfdn8ZpWkI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrwG5jvMeFk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=10&v=dR8ZHqFlrm8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBrCm-81Wdo
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Fanta 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1wspmA58w4 –mixing at the lexical level 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1S-5dCw4I0 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWZcBdKaoPM 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=25&v=U5YRUupAB_g 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Infrgy5o8xc 

6. http://www.fanta.com/en/videos/ 

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A2MTxVo280 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FagDus8wmDQ&NR=1&feature=endscreen 

9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efbWDiq3KYI 

10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IZuoNASSfo 

11. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLh_QQnEmIY 

12. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWA3vBrZgLU 

13. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AF7-8KLCu8A 

14. http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x9t0pa_fanta-ad-bunking-featuring-genelia_fun 

Maaza 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueWgHuHxc0A&hd=1 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=10&v=epMoJ0hIP1Q&hd=1 

3. http://www.campaignindia.in/Video/289499,maaza-pitches-itself-as-the-har-mausam-

aam-in-new-tvc.aspx 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHsFZRfhJfY&hd=1 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vShvBkGn5EY&hd=1 

6. http://lighthouseinsights.in/maaza-har-mausam-aam-campaign.html/ 

7. http://www.campaignindia.in/Article/251474,take-your-time-with-your-maaza-says-

new-tvc-for-juice-

drink.aspx?eid=29&edate=20110317&utm_source=20110317&utm_medium=newslette

r&utm_campaign=daily_newsletter – ambiguity for word aam 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKoZmBfYYgc&hd=1 

9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvvDtczgeVw&hd=1 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w1wspmA58w4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X1S-5dCw4I0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NWZcBdKaoPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=25&v=U5YRUupAB_g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Infrgy5o8xc
http://www.fanta.com/en/videos/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0A2MTxVo280
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FagDus8wmDQ&NR=1&feature=endscreen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=efbWDiq3KYI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IZuoNASSfo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLh_QQnEmIY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWA3vBrZgLU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AF7-8KLCu8A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ueWgHuHxc0A&hd=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=10&v=epMoJ0hIP1Q&hd=1
http://www.campaignindia.in/Video/289499,maaza-pitches-itself-as-the-har-mausam-aam-in-new-tvc.aspx
http://www.campaignindia.in/Video/289499,maaza-pitches-itself-as-the-har-mausam-aam-in-new-tvc.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHsFZRfhJfY&hd=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vShvBkGn5EY&hd=1
http://lighthouseinsights.in/maaza-har-mausam-aam-campaign.html/
http://www.campaignindia.in/Article/251474,take-your-time-with-your-maaza-says-new-tvc-for-juice-drink.aspx?eid=29&edate=20110317&utm_source=20110317&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=daily_newsletter
http://www.campaignindia.in/Article/251474,take-your-time-with-your-maaza-says-new-tvc-for-juice-drink.aspx?eid=29&edate=20110317&utm_source=20110317&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=daily_newsletter
http://www.campaignindia.in/Article/251474,take-your-time-with-your-maaza-says-new-tvc-for-juice-drink.aspx?eid=29&edate=20110317&utm_source=20110317&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=daily_newsletter
http://www.campaignindia.in/Article/251474,take-your-time-with-your-maaza-says-new-tvc-for-juice-drink.aspx?eid=29&edate=20110317&utm_source=20110317&utm_medium=newsletter&utm_campaign=daily_newsletter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKoZmBfYYgc&hd=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvvDtczgeVw&hd=1
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Slice 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAeedUpZfK0&hd=1 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lt06bqVYxVI 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8f4GP7spT0 – ambiguity for word aam 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUrCPGN5YSo&list=PLdnTSVBY-joJ-

8PH9sbDdM3iGejKWybYq 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EItx5D7bHwg 

Mountain Dew 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQdXLr4C6Nk 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8l9Ftn5CG24 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsV13y3ka3Q 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Jsxf7_NPMI 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DISbNMvB9qk 

Miranda 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFis2DmoG7w -3 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EINRF2TgNhk -2 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTXbTrUbk2s 

4. http://www.firstpost.com/topic/person/zayed-khan-zayed-khan-selling-mirinda-hindi-

commercial-ad-on-wwwmo-video-NryWCU-OlUU-19540-2.html 

5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShizfqNFMqs 

6. http://madovermarketing.com/2015/05/25/mirinda-is-crashing-the-pepsi-ipl-and-

showing-off-its-typical-paagalpanti/ 

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGhWAKVYJRM 

8.  

7Up 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKo2ujOylUc 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odhWssj4sPk 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXBN0Qle_s8 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho0m3FaIbRU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xAeedUpZfK0&hd=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lt06bqVYxVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8f4GP7spT0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUrCPGN5YSo&list=PLdnTSVBY-joJ-8PH9sbDdM3iGejKWybYq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUrCPGN5YSo&list=PLdnTSVBY-joJ-8PH9sbDdM3iGejKWybYq
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EItx5D7bHwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQdXLr4C6Nk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8l9Ftn5CG24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsV13y3ka3Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Jsxf7_NPMI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DISbNMvB9qk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFis2DmoG7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EINRF2TgNhk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTXbTrUbk2s
http://www.firstpost.com/topic/person/zayed-khan-zayed-khan-selling-mirinda-hindi-commercial-ad-on-wwwmo-video-NryWCU-OlUU-19540-2.html
http://www.firstpost.com/topic/person/zayed-khan-zayed-khan-selling-mirinda-hindi-commercial-ad-on-wwwmo-video-NryWCU-OlUU-19540-2.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ShizfqNFMqs
http://madovermarketing.com/2015/05/25/mirinda-is-crashing-the-pepsi-ipl-and-showing-off-its-typical-paagalpanti/
http://madovermarketing.com/2015/05/25/mirinda-is-crashing-the-pepsi-ipl-and-showing-off-its-typical-paagalpanti/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGhWAKVYJRM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKo2ujOylUc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=odhWssj4sPk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WXBN0Qle_s8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ho0m3FaIbRU
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5. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnfFugzLlns 

6. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjdqyqsCfWU – rhyming 

7. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyFOzLO3X-0 

8. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gr6PbjvSgEs 

9. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3Q6Wd4EO4I 

10. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tU2s0cb3oAg 

11. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDqxub0J0dw 

12. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iowd_DRDtxk 

13. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tjb2lQn_Ckc 

14. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1WkrTz-L2g 

Fruti 

1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnqVGS9bh3s 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6X14aPYSBS0 

3. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVI7JelAzPc 

4. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBygWe0CxgM 

5. http://datab.us/kVcppyzogEE#Frooti Digen Advertisement 

 

Advertisements analyzed in chapter 3 

 

1. Kurkure 

https://youtu.be/jmfZwdV_p6Y 

2.Aashirvaad Atta 

https://youtu.be/sHXv8Lf_wrI 

3.Imperial Blue 

https://youtu.be/e-2R4_LmO8Y 

4.Real Juice 

https://youtu.be/sO9unYEzPz4 

5. Lizol 

https://youtu.be/qpe9pGeAfM0 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnfFugzLlns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DjdqyqsCfWU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eyFOzLO3X-0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gr6PbjvSgEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3Q6Wd4EO4I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tU2s0cb3oAg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XDqxub0J0dw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iowd_DRDtxk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tjb2lQn_Ckc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f1WkrTz-L2g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnqVGS9bh3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6X14aPYSBS0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVI7JelAzPc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBygWe0CxgM
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6. Sunsilk blackshine 

https://youtu.be/9bB4WXd00lI 

   

7. Glycodin 

https://youtu.be/FTz1S2JQvjU 

8. Neha herbal color cream 

https://youtu.be/MucRkZ-ecBg 

9. Tanishq 

https://youtu.be/oruUaoRhVFQ 

10. Titan Raga 

https://youtu.be/hNqwBTCslMw 

11. LG washing machine 

https://youtu.be/WiQ3_TzmKlo 

12. kent 

https://youtu.be/fnxywE6C4Pc 

13. Prestige 

https://youtu.be/qfGJZkr6K0U 

14. VIP suitcase 

https://youtu.be/s89UkDZYWwM 

15. Castrol Engine oil 

https://youtu.be/UCKM77mhZ3I 

16. CEAT tires 

https://youtu.be/CM6lOydOyA8 

17. Axis Bank 

https://youtu.be/ho7_11kOyb0 

18. Mutual Funds 

https://youtu.be/-g13ACl-87E 

 

https://youtu.be/9bB4WXd00lI
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19. LIC Insurance 

https://youtu.be/nUld6SySdQU 

20. Airtel Smart Network 

https://youtu.be/T9BlI9nhqTE 

21. Samsung Mobile 

https://youtu.be/XtSRBEVmI1c 

22. Air India 

https://youtu.be/G20UA6ovFEg 

23. Incredible India 

https://youtu.be/ulE2CbvCCG0 

24. Disney India 

https://youtu.be/B-hjuIQC0lg 

25.  Radio Mirchi 

https://youtu.be/zFEJIs6e2-E 

26. India Family Planning advertisement 

https://youtu.be/RdgRBDXjyWU 

27. India Family Planning advertisement 

https://youtu.be/HQI_c09oxgE 

28. HIV HIV AIDS discrimination 

https://youtu.be/HCvcIRX_I-c 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/HCvcIRX_I-c
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List of Publications 
 

 

 

Journal Publications 

 

 

• Singh, P. and Mishra, S. "Marketing and Advertising- Meaning Creation and its 

Understanding" in International Journal of Psychosocial Rehabilitation, (ISSN: 

1475-7192) Vol. 24, Issue 05, 2020 (Page No. 3687-3694) 

 

• Singh, P. and Mishra, S. "Transgression of Natural Societal Norms In Light of 

Indian commercials: An Intercultural Study of Rural and Urban Viewers" in "Test 

Engineering and Management (TEM)" (ISSN: 0193-4120) Volume 83 May – June 

2020 (Page No. 8092 - 8098) 

 

• Singh, P. and Mishra, S. "Marketing Strategy Of Mixing Another Language In 

Adverts: Study of English Code-mixing and Code-switching In Indian 

Advertisements for Cold Drinks" in "Psychology and Education" (ISSN: 00333077) 

Volume 58, Issue 1, 2021 (Page No.:  2168-2179) 

 

 

 

 

Book Chapters 

 

 

• A book chapter titled as “Social Ethics and Transgression In Light of Indian 

commercials” is published in the book “Trends, Challenges and Innovations in 

management” (ISBN 978-81-926819-9-3) 

 

 

• A book chapter on “Ethics, values in marketing” is published in a book “Responsible 

Marketing for Sustainable Business” (ISBN-978-93-85886-00-3) 
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Conference Attended 
 

 

 

• A UGC and ICSSR sponsored seminar at Mahatma Gandhi University, Nalgonda, 

Telangana (20th March 2015) 

 

• A UGC sponsored conference at Nalgonda, Telangana (3rd March 2016) 

 

 

 

 

Trainings and workshops 

 

 

 

• A workshop on “Media, culture and Society” is done at IIT Kharagpur from 2nd to 

7th May 2016 

 

• Summer Training on “Natural Language Processing” is done at IIIT Hydrabad from 

10th May to 21st June 2007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


